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Abstract
Four adaptive metaheuristic optimization algorithms are proposed and demonstrated:
Adaptive Parameter Particle Swarm Optimization (AP-PSO), Modified Artificial Bat(MAB),
Differential Mutated Artificial Immune System (DM-AIS) and hybrid Particle Swarm Ac-
celerated Artificial Immune System (PSO-AIS). The algorithms adapt their search param-
eters on the basis of the fitness of obtained solutions such that a good fitness value favors
local search, while a poor fitness value favors global search. This efficient feedback of the
solution quality, imparts excellent global and local search characteristic to the proposed
algorithms.
The algorithms are tested on the challenging Articulated Human Tracking (AHT) prob-
lem whose objective is to infer human pose, expressed in terms of joint angles, from a
continuous video stream. The Particle Filter (PF) algorithms, widely applied in generative
model based AHT, suffer from the ‘curse of dimensionality’ and ‘degeneracy’ challenges.
The four proposed algorithms show stable performance throughout the course of numerical
experiments. DM-AIS performs best among the proposed algorithms followed in order by
PSO-AIS, AP-PSO, and MBA in terms of Most Appropriate Pose (MAP) tracking error.
The MAP tracking error of the proposed algorithms is compared with four heuristic
approaches: generic PF, Annealed Particle Filter (APF), Partitioned Sampled Annealed
Particle Filter (PSAPF) and Hierarchical Particle Swarm Optimization (HPSO). They are
found to outperform generic PF with a confidence level of 95%, PSAPF and HPSO with a
confidence level of 85%. While DM-AIS and PSO-AIS outperform APF with a confidence
level of 80%. Further, it is noted that the proposed algorithms outperform PSAPF and
HPSO using a significantly lower number of function evaluations, 2500 versus 7200.
The proposed algorithms demonstrate reduced particle requirements, hence improv-
ing computational efficiency and helping to alleviate the ‘curse of dimensionality’. The
adaptive nature of the algorithms is found to guide the whole swarm towards the optimal
solution by sharing information and exploring a wider solution space which resolves the
‘degeneracy’ challenge. Furthermore, the decentralized structure of the algorithms renders
them insensitive to accumulation of error and allows them to recover from catastrophic
failures due to loss of image data, sudden change in motion pattern or discrete instances
of algorithmic failure. The performance enhancements demonstrated by the proposed al-
gorithms, attributed to their balanced local and global search capabilities, makes real-time
AHT applications feasible.
Finally, the utility of the proposed algorithms in low-dimensional system identification
problems as well as high-dimensional AHT problems demonstrates their applicability in
various problem domains.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The focus of this dissertation is to decipher the challenging problem of full-body human
tracking through metaheuristic based optimization. This chapter describes the motiva-
tions of this research as well as the opportunities and challenges involved in this complex
application domain. Section 1.1 specifies the motivations of this research work. Section
1.2 explains the general approach for object tracking in image sequences. Section 1.3 in-
vestigates the particulars of Articulated Human Tracking (AHT). Section 1.4 describes
the research challenges and sets out the problem statement, research goals and research
contributions. Finally, Section 1.5 outlines the structure of this thesis.
1.1 Motivation
Human motion capture and analysis techniques cover a broad field of applications ranging
from digital animation to biomechanical analysis of sports activities to clinical application
in patient rehabilitation. The 3D video animation and tracking has a huge market that
is expanding rapidly. It is expected to grow yearly at a rate of ∼13% from 2011 to 2016
and will worth $242.93 billions (according to marketsandmarkets.com) by the end of 2016.
The market includes e-education, web design, animation for entertainment (movies, vi-
sual effects, 2D/3D animations), gaming (PC games, mobile phone games, console games)
etc. Further, it is extensively used in intelligent video surveillance and airport security
that is expected to capture a market share of $21 billions (according to marketsandmar-
kets.com) by 2020. In daily life, the application of gesture recognition is seen in modern
day smart TVs, mobile phones and tablets. In short, human motion capture and analysis
has enormous applications that are growing by the day.
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Existing human motion capture and analysis systems use reflective markers that are
attached to the subject [101, 74]. Although this method is popular and has high precision
and robustness, but it has several limitations. Attached markers influence the subject’s
movement, consciously or subconsciously. A controlled environment is required to acquire
accurate high quality data. It is time consuming to attach markers to the subject. The
markers placed on the skin, also move relative to the bones/joints resulting in skin artifacts.
The cumbersome, time-consuming and invasive nature of marker-based systems has
limited their use. An ideal measurement system should neither be invasive nor cumbersome.
On top of this, measurements should also be taken in a natural environment, such as work
place, home, sports field, with a sufficiently large field of view so that the subject’s activity
is not consciously or subconsciously compromised.
Recently, there has been a wide availability and development of data acquisition devices,
such as video cameras, and a vast improvement in the computational capacity of computers
and a huge reduction in hardware costs. Thus, the development of markerless measurement
systems based on video data is an important step ahead in the direction of a non-invasive
measurement and analysis system.
Markerless motion capture systems originate from the fields of computer vision and
machine learning, where it has many applications such as human computer interface,
surveillance, virtual reality, computer animation, gesture recognition and content based
video indexing and retrieval. The analysis of markerless high-dimensional articulated hu-
man motion is a challenging and active research area. It has enormous potential and
applications in various fields such as information technology, medical technology, sports,
computers and security.
1.2 General Approach for Object Tracking
Object tracking can be defined as the method of following an object through successive
image frames to determine its motion with respect to other objects [91]. Every tracking
system has to answer the following key questions:
• Which object representation is suitable for tracking?
• Which image features should be used?
• How should motion, appearance, and shape of the object be modeled?
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The block diagram in Figure 1.1 depicts a simplified bottom-up approach for the steps
involved in building an object tracking system. The first step is the detection of object of
interest in the current video frame. In fact, every tracking algorithm is required to detect
the object of interest either in the first frame or in all the frames. Poor detection of a
moving object has a detrimental effect on the overall performance of the tracking system.
Background subtraction is usually used to extract the region of interest. The second step is
a suitable representation of the detected object. For instance, an articulated human body
is represented by connected shapes, such as ellipses, rectangles, cones, which represent
human limbs. The next step is the selection of discriminative features that can be used for
tracking over the course of video sequence. Edges, silhouette, color histograms and texture
are the most commonly employed image features. The last step is the use of a suitable
tracking/prediction algorithm. For articulated object tracking, Particle Filter (PF) is used
quite often.
This research focusses on the prediction and refinement of human pose in video se-
quences and thus falls in the last block of the discussed object tracking computational
framework.
Object 
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Figure 1.1: Bottom-up approach for video tracking
1.3 Challenges in AHT
Humans move in a very diversified manner. Both their appearance and motion varies with
time. In addition, two different subjects in the same pose seldom appear similar. The
situation complicates further as the depth information is lost due to the projection of 3D
world onto a 2D image plane. Thus, extraction of 3D human motion from video sequences
is a challenging problem. The following sections discuss some of the major challenges
encounter in designing an AHT system.
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1.3.1 High Dimensionality and Motion Constraints
Kinematic representation of humans consists of a skeletal structure consisting of cones,
cylinders or globally deformable surfaces. A simple representation of a human, where
limbs are represented by rigid elements connected by joints, requires 25 dimensions, such
as states representing the joint angles. A more detailed representation may need up to 100
dimensions. Using such a high dimensional model for tracking requires estimating 25 to 100
parameters at each time step which is computationally very expensive [87]. Some kind of
approximation or problem-dependent heuristics (temporal coherency, dynamical models,
motion symmetries) are used in such situations [119]. Some data driven dimensionality
reduction approaches are also employed to capture and synthesize the variability of human
shape and pose.
Some physical constraints of the human body can be modeled in the 3D articulated
representation. For example, certain joints can only vary in a limited range of angles, such
as an elbow joint can only vary between 0◦ and 180◦ or the body parts cannot penetrate into
each other. Considering such physical constraints in kinematic representation of human
subject have both advantages and disadvantages depending on the problem domain. On
one hand, these constraints restrict the admissible search space and prune some unrealistic
solutions. On the other hand, it is not easy to handle these constraints in the continuous
optimization methods used in generative models.
Diversity and lack of structure in human behavior also add to the complexity of the
problem. Although, some human motions have a repetitive structure, like walking or run-
ning, others have various levels of complexities, such as common gestures during discussion.
Nevertheless, if such routines and structures can be identified, they will be very helpful in
tracking and reconstruction. However, all human activities are not structured and these
activities are difficult to recover from images.
1.3.2 Appearance and Occlusion Effects
Loose clothing that deforms is also a source of ambiguity. Current tracking algorithms
assume fairly tight clothing which reveal the human limbs. A robe or a long skirt which
occlude the pose of the limb entirely are not usually considered. Indeed, strong variability
in appearance and shape is difficult to model.
In addition, identifying the features belonging to background and foreground is another
vision difficulty. In certain situations, some background objects look similar to individual
limbs, such as trees, edges, ridges or pillars. All possibly available information must be used
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to distinguish between human and non-human structure. Self-occlusion between different
body parts occur due to highly articulated body structure. It is important to detect and
predict self-occlusion as it results in singularities [119]. In this regard, learning a priori
knowledge plays an important role in filling the missing data.
Variations in lighting conditions also affect the appearance based image features such as
edges or color intensities. Cast shadows also produce artificial edges. Lighting variations
complicate texture modeling. Similarly, if a fast motion is captured by a slow shutter
camera, motion blur occurs. This will also affect the internal appearance structure, which
will be blurred with respect to the orientation of motion.
1.3.3 Kinematic/Observational Singularities
The kinematics of an articulated object provide the most fundamental constraint on its
motion. It is required that the state space must be fully observable [119]. Loss of observ-
ability occurs when some states have no instantaneous effect on the image features. In
this situation, the kinematic Jacobian loses rank and becomes singular which results in
numerical instability and leads to tracking failure. This singularity arises physically when
the link rotates through the plane parallel to the image plane, resulting in a point velocity
in the direction of camera axis.
Ambiguities also arise when some of the model states cannot be directly inferred from
the image observations. It depends upon the design of image features and observation
models. It is required to solve self-occlusion issues to avoid observation singularities. As
an example, when a human arm is straight and edge-based observation likelihood with a
symmetric body part model is used, rotation around the limbs own axis cannot be observed.
The occluding contour changes little when the limb rotates. The rotation will be visible
only when the arm bends at the elbow joint. If an intensity model is used, this ambiguity
will not occur.
1.4 Research Challenges
Pursuing the proposed research direction encounters a variety of challenges. Sample based
sequential Monte Carlo (MC) techniques, such as PF, were successfully applied to a number
of state estimation problems but they are computationally more expensive than Kalman
Filter (KF). In visual tracking, the discrete observations zt which are used for likelihood
computation are not directly available. For example, there is no simple detector that can
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give a contour or a silhouette as a measurement, if it is to be used for tracking. Therefore,
low level image processing is required to collect the image features that will be later used for
likelihood computation. For a large number of particles, evaluation of likelihood becomes
computationally very expensive.
For three-dimensional articulated motion tracking, a coarse body model requires 25 di-
mensions. Therefore, the state variables are tracked in a high dimensional space. Moreover,
the search space is usually complex and multimodal. This high dimensionality complicates
the problem further as the number of particles required for tracking grows exponentially
in order to cover the regions of state space where true states possibly reside. Thus, it is
required to effectively and efficiently draw samples to restrict the sampling volume to the
‘more likely’ regions.
Various approaches, such as sample smooth method [49] and local MC methods, such
as local linearization [37], auxiliary PF [105], kernel smoothing [22], Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) [109], were proposed to alleviate these issues. Recently more methods, such
as multiple hypothesis tracking [142], partitioned sampling [87], covariance scaled sampling
[138], Annealed Particle Filter (APF) [36] have demonstrated efficiency over the generic
PF. Some of these techniques [142, 87, 138, 36] use complicated optimization methods to
allocate the particles in ‘important’ areas of the search space. Although these approaches
have reduced the requirements of the number of particles and have obtained satisfactory
estimates but they also make sacrifices. For example, the relocated particles are not fair
samples from the posterior distribution anymore. The result is that the estimates obtained
may not be strictly minimum Mean Square Error (MSE) estimates.
1.4.1 Problem Statement and Research Goals
Generic PF approaches suffer due to the ‘curse of dimensionality’ and the challenge of
‘particle degeneracy’. The requirement of a high number of particles for reliable tracking
adds to the computational cost. Degeneracy occurs when only a few particles have signifi-
cant weights. As a result, the particles after resampling do not remain true representatives
of the posterior distribution. Thus, generic PF loses the diversity of exploring the whole
solution space to find the global solution. As a result, the solution obtained may not be a
global minima or the solution may even diverge.
Our research goals are motivated by the challenges these problems pose to AHT and
are as follows:
• To apply swarm intelligence and evolutionary computational techniques to find the
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most likelihood region in the search space. The result of using population based opti-
mization algorithms is the reduction in the number of particles required for tracking.
These methods have proved successful in various optimization fields. We deploy those
techniques to address the requirements of AHT.
• To develop efficient swarm behavior in the proposed optimization algorithms to ad-
dress the problem of ‘degeneracy’.
• To develop an effective hybrid optimization method for AHT by benefitting from the
specific advantages of different optimization approaches by combining them.
• To investigate the proper balance between exploration and exploitation of the solution
space in swarm and evolutionary algorithms in AHT problem domain.
1.4.2 Research Contributions
The achievement of these goals has resulted in the following research contributions:
• An easy to understand and render schematic of the probabilistic generative whole
body tracking approach is suggested. This intuitive scheme has delineated the track-
ing framework at a higher-level of abstraction.
• Four novel algorithms based on swarm intelligence and evolutionary computation are
developed and tested.
• The proposed algorithms demonstrated reduced particle requirement for tracking
which improves the computational efficiency. Hence, the proposed methods are more
viable for real time applications.
• The proposed algorithms resolved the ‘degeneracy’ problem of the generic PF as the
whole swarm moves towards the optimal solution by searching a wider solution space
and sharing information.
• An adaptive parameter update procedure based on the fitness of the solution is
proposed which has imparted an automatic ability to switch between exploitation
and exploration.
• The decentralized search structure of the proposed algorithms allow them to recover
from catastrophic failures.
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• The use of evolutionary search algorithms has alleviated the requirement for an accu-
rate dynamic model as the optimization algorithm is able to search more likelihood
image regions via the embedded diversified search mechanism.
• The proposed algorithms successfully demonstrated improved performance on param-
eter identification, low-dimensional tracking and high-dimensional AHT problems.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the rele-
vant literature on AHT. Chapter 3 delineates the tracking methodology and describes the
video and motion capture dataset intended to be used in this research work. It gives an
overview of the overall tracking framework and describes its various components. Chapter
4 proposes a new Adaptive Parameter Particle Swarm Optimization (AP-PSO) algorithm
for AHT. Chapter 5 presents a Modified Artificial Bat (MAB) algorithm for AHT and
Chapter 6 gives Differential Mutated Artificial Immune System (DM-AIS) algorithm for
AHT. Chapter 7 describes hybrid Particle Swarm Accelerated Artificial Immune System
(PSO-AIS) algorithm developed in this research. Preliminary experimental results of pa-
rameter identification and low-dimensional tracking of the developed algorithms are given
in their respective chapters. Chapter 8 presents a comprehensive performance analysis of
the proposed algorithms in terms of scalability, accuracy, precision, recovery and time com-
plexity. Finally, Chapter 9 summaries this dissertation with conclusions and also reveals
some future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
AHT is a challenging computer vision problem. This chapter provides the literature review
of the stat-of-the-art in the field of human tracking. Section 2.1 describes the application
areas, main issues and a broader classification of methods used for AHT. Section 2.2
illustrates the two approaches adapted for three-dimensional AHT. Section 2.3 investigates
the research work related to the generative approach of AHT.
2.1 Introduction
A large body of research literature addresses the topic of AHT and human pose estima-
tion as well as the related topics of people detection. The applications include robotics,
human computer interface, gesture recognition, biomechanics, image content extraction,
surveillance, and image analysis for computer animation. Each application has different
requirements in terms of posture complexity, desired output, image complexity and view
changes. Existing algorithms are computationally expensive due to the large number of
degrees of freedom associated with the human body and the ambiguous nature of a 2D
projection of a 3D scene. Several survey papers [59, 44, 90, 91] provide reviews of the
earlier work in the addressed areas, but in recent years quite a few other techniques have
been proposed.
There are two main issues related to 3D motion based AHT. Firstly, the high dimen-
sionality of the human body, a coarse description of human body requires 25-degrees of
freedom. Secondly, there is ambiguity in the information obtained from videos due to self-
occlusion, and baggy clothing. As far as self-occlusion is concerned, use of multiple-cameras
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situated at suitable places can reduce this issue. The high number of degrees of freedom
issue can be alleviated either by localizing the limbs of the human body independently or
by constraining the possible configuration of the human body, such as running, walking
and dancing.
AHT and pose estimation systems vary in the degree of complexity and can be broadly
divided into image feature based systems, 2D human model based systems and 3D human
model based systems. Considering the scope of this research, the literature review is only
focused on 3D model-based tracking of human motion.
2.2 3D Human Model-Based Systems
The approaches for 3D articulated human tracking can be divided into Generative and
Discriminative approaches. The generative approach is a bottom-up approach which uti-
lizes some sort of human model, whereas, the discriminative approach is a learning-based
approach, used to construct a classifier to detect articulated motion.
2.2.1 Generative Approaches
Generative approaches try to model the image formation process. In generative approaches
of AHT, a 3D articulated model is used. The pose is defined by a set of parameters
representing the global position and orientation of the root joint (mostly torso) and the
joint angles that each limb makes with respect to the limb higher up in the tree. The pose
is projected onto the image plane and an error function is computed to find the mismatch.
The model parameters are then updated to minimize this mismatch. The method requires
the model configuration of the previous frame and later on it is only required to update the
parameters for the current frame. This requires model initialization at first frame which
is an open problem. To date, most models are initialized manually. The use of kinematics
and 3D body shape models in a generative framework is the most popular approach for
human pose estimation and is adopted in this research study as well.
2.2.2 Discriminative Approaches
In discriminative approaches, the problem is formulated as a classification problem. It
is more complicated to estimate the underlying kinematics or the skeletal articulation
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structure of a person as done in generative approaches. In the discriminative approach a
classifier or regressor is learned from a set of body features obtained for a particular part.
The input image features are fed to the classifier or regressor to directly reconstruct the
3D pose.
The mapping from image observations to 3D pose is generally ambiguous since different
poses can generate the same silhouette, resulting in a one-to-many problem. Another issue
is the requirement of a huge amount of data for classifier learning which may not be readily
available. A change in a motion model, say from walking to jumping, require classifier
learning to the new motion type.
2.3 Generative Approaches: State-of-the-Art
This research work is related to a 3D model-based tracking of a human subject so the
literature review is mainly focused on generative approaches.
2.3.1 Use of Geometric Primitives for Appearance Modeling
Generative approaches have been used since the mid 1980’s. Hogg et al. [53] used 3D
geometrical models with body kinematics, an observation model and a method to estimate
the 3D parameters based on the matching of the projected model on the image plane.
They used a hierarchical model with parts represented by cylinders. The use of other
image primitives such as cylinders, cones and ellipsoids [104], deformable models [63] and
implicit surfaces [107] are also reported in AHT studies.
Sidenbladh et al. [129] carried out the articulated tracking by modeling the human
body using articulated cylinders as body parts. The appearance model is constructed by
projecting each body part into a reference image [128]. This 3D articulated appearance
model is then employed for tracking using a PF framework. This technique works well for
single body part tracking but only works for specific motion models (walking, running) for
whole body tracking.
Delamarre et al. [33] used geometric primitives such as cylinders and cones for ar-
ticulated model construction. The articulated model is constrained from the multi-view
silhouettes. Geometric constraints are used to generate the ‘forces’ to align the 2D contours
of the projected models with the silhouette boundary.
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2.3.2 Use of Dynamic Models for Motion Prediction
Use of a dynamical model to predict the motion in consecutive frames and its integration
with image observations to form a filtering framework is extensively employed in AHT
research. Mikic et al. [88] used KF and Sidenbladh et al. [130] used PF to predict
the motion dynamics. Human body dynamics are modeled differently in different studies.
Kakadiaris et al. [63] used a constant velocity or constant acceleration model, Pavlovic et al.
[103] used a switching linear dynamical model, and Sidenbladh et al. [130] used an example
based model (learned model). Sidenbladh et al. learned and used a low dimensional
linear model of human motion to structure the example motion database into a binary
tree. An approximate probabilistic tree search method exploits the coefficients of this
low-dimensional representation. This probabilistic tree search returns a particular sample
human motion with probability approximating the true distribution of human motions in
the database. This sampling method is suitable for use with PF techniques and is applied
to articulated 3D tracking of humans within a Bayesian framework. Plankers et al. [106]
used a deterministic gradient descent-based approach to iteratively estimate pose changes
and this estimate is updated after each step. The study was successful in tracking arm
movement with self-occlusion using the silhouette.
Gradient-based methods of object tracking [17, 18, 34], tend to loose track of the limbs
due to the complexity of the articulated human model. The sampling-based (statistical)
approaches [24, 35, 138], can overcome some degree of pose ambiguity and can track for
longer durations by representing the pose estimation with a set of samples. Inverse kine-
matics are also employed for AHT. The problem with inverse kinematics is that many
possible inverse kinematics exist for a single image. Picking a wrong solution will result in
tracking failure. Multiple hypothesis techniques, such as PF, could give better performance
in this situation. A PF estimates the dynamical state with ambiguous observations by ap-
proximating the state posterior distributions [86]. However, due to the high dimensionality
of the human model, a sufficiently large number of particles is required, otherwise the PF
is likely to degenerate to characterize a complex state posterior distribution. MacCormick
et al. [87] used a partitioned sampling approach of the state space for 2D tracking but
the approach cannot be extended directly for 3D whole-body pose estimation due to the
increased dimensionality of the model. Deutscher et al. [35] proposed APF to combine a
deterministic annealing approach to reduce the number of required samples. The system is
successful in pose tracking with prominent observations. However, the method may fail due
to the self-occlusion and disappearance/reappearance of body parts. Urtasun et al. [157]
presented a method to ‘relocate’ the particle-depleted regions of state space. Sminchisescu
et al. [136] assumed a low dimensional dynamic space by constraining to a certain type of
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movement, say walking or running. But the method will be less applicable for uncontrolled
human motion. Schmidt et al. [124] used a kernel PF for the tracking of 3D upper body.
Sminchisescu et al. [138] proposed a sophisticated covariance scaled sampling and
search strategy in a 30-dimensional state space to overcome the depth ambiguity of the
joints. The method operates by incorporating the domain knowledge of the 3D human
structure into the sampling scheme. A cost function is used including multiple cues such as
intensity and optical flow for human tracking. The covariance is increased in the direction
of greatest uncertainty to make the probability of sample generation close to minimum.
A steepest descent approach is then used to optimize the sample to find local minima.
The method is further improved with the use of a mixture smoother in a later work [136].
A smoother gives an estimate of the state of the system at some time-step given all the
measurements including ones encountered after that particular time-step. The used layered
mixture density smoother, exploits the accuracy of efficient optimization within a Bayesian
framework. The distribution is progressively refined by combining polynomial time search
over the embedded network of temporal observation likelihood peaks, maximum a posteriori
continuous trajectory estimates, and Bayesian variational adjustment of the resulting joint
mixture approximation. They further explored the use of potential kinematic minima
that causes the visual ambiguities to improve the sampling efficiency which gives robust
reconstruction of human motion in monocular videos [139].
Lee et al. [75] used a probabilistic proposal map along with 3D model to estimate the
likelihood of body parts in different 3D locations to recover the 3D body pose. Each image
position is evaluated to get the hypotheses about the body parts. These hypotheses are
then compared with the image observations and the proposal maps of various body parts
are generated. This proposal map gives the probability of the existence of a body part on
different image locations. A data driven MCMC approach is used for searching the pose
space. Navaratnam et al. [96] detected different body parts in each frame of the monocular
sequence. The 3D pose is recovered using a hierarchical kinematic constraint between
the body parts. They used a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) framework to integrate the
temporal information which is used for temporal coherence. One important issue with
sample-based methods is the initialization of the pose which is done manually.
Bullock et al. [19] presented a complete visual tracking system where target detection,
target model acquisition/initialization and target tracking components are included in a
single probabilistic framework. Visual cues are used to detect the target, physical dimen-
sions of limbs are learnt, color data with spatial constraints is used for appearance and PF
is used for tracking.
Samantha et al. [97] used coronal (frontal) plane images to detect walking motion
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of rollator users. Only a monocular view of the lower limbs and a frontal perspective of
the rollator user is employed. They used multiple cues using three image features: color,
image gradient and anthropometric symmetry, for pose estimation and later used Bayesian
probabilistic framework for posterior estimation.
Yao et al. [169] presented an efficient stochastic gradient descent algorithm that learns
probabilistic non-linear latent spaces composed of multiple activities. They further derived
an incremental algorithm for online update of the latent space without extensive relearning.
Zhang et al. [173] proposed a pose search method by introducing a new generative
sampling algorithm with a refinement step of local optimization. They introduced a novel
way of handling the physical constraints and employed 3D distance transform for speedup.
They developed optimized parallel implementation on Graphical Processing Unit (GPU)
and attained full body tracking speed of 9 fps.
Saini et al. [122] studied the use of stochastic filtering, such as PF and APF and stated
that these algorithms are computationally very costly and are unable to produce good
accuracy. In contrast, stochastic evolutionary optimization algorithms, such as Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO), are more accurate but some times suffer due to the existence
of several local minima. They proposed quantum-inspired PSO algorithm that has fast
convergence ability and can escape local minima.
2.3.3 Use of Graphical Methods for Pose Estimation
Sigal et al. [134] presented a Non-parametric Belief Propagation (NBP) method for pose
estimation. NBP is an inference algorithm for graphical models containing continuous,
non-Gaussian random variables. Like PF, NBP approximates the posterior distribution
as a collection of samples. However, NBP uses a graphical structure to greatly reduce
the dimensionality of these distributions. A belief network of each node corresponding to
parameter representing body parts is constructed. Belief on each component is propagated
along its network and combined with inferences from other components to estimate the
pose. The technique requires the formation of joint potential functions of various nodes
in the network and the associated conditional distributions of various observations. The
method is computationally more efficient than sampling methods such as MCMC as it
requires less iterations.
NBP has limitations with regard to global constraints. The structure of the belief
network resembles the articulated human body structure but only the constraints between
adjacent components are modeled. Non-self penetration constraints, which ensures that
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the body parts don’t penetrate into each other, is not considered. As a result, an invalid
pose is not penalized in pose estimation.
Disaggregated models can also be formulated using undirected graphical models. If
the body parts are assumed independent then the human body can be modeled using
undirected graphical model and can formulate tracking as pose estimation. Felzenszwalb et
al. [39] developed a linear complexity exact inference scheme using such graphical models
and standard belief propagation. It is used for 2D pose estimation. A tree structured
topology for the graph, a particular form of potential function, which encodes connectivity
of the body parts as joints, and discretization of the state space is used. As a result the
efficiency comes at the cost of expressiveness. Another drawback is that the model cannot
account for occlusion, temporal constraints or long range correlation between body parts.
The method is also impractical for 3D inference. These models are later extended by Lan
et al. [72] for 3D body tracking by adding correlation between body parts and Ramanan
et al. [112] by jointly learned appearance.
More recently, Bergtholdt et al. [14] introduced a denser connected graph. They have
used a *-search to find globally optimal solution which is lower-bounded by an admissible
heuristic. It deals with the long range correlation but used for simple 2D kinematic struc-
ture. On similar lines, Tian et al. [150] introduced branch-and-bound approach by using
a true structured solution as a lower bound. Sigal et al. [133] provided a scalable solution
with a trade-off between expressiveness and computational resources. Their method per-
mits expressiveness similar to [39] and has no assumption about the topology of the graph
and allows for a richer class of potential functions. It can produce a continuous estimation
of the pose in 3D. They used a variant of NBP for approximate inference.
Daubney et al. [30] presented a method that modeled greater uncertainty over the root
node without increasing the uncertainty of the remaining parts of the model, making it
less vulnerable to tracking failure. All probability distributions are approximated using a
single Gaussian allowing inference to be carried out in close form. In a later work [31],
they used a sparse set of moving features for articulated pose estimation. The method
is entirely dependent on motion of regions rather than appearance. A standard feature
tracker is used to automatically extract a sparse set of features for tracking. The reported
quantitative results showed improved performance over the state-of-the-art.
2.3.4 Use of Learned Human Motion Models
Recently, learned models of human pose and motion are used to constrain the reconstruc-
tion of human movement from single or multiple views. Sidenbladh et al. [127, 129, 130]
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learned dynamic priors from training data obtained from motion capture. They used an
indexed database of motion capture examples to obtain the direction of motion. Thayanan-
than et al. [148] learned statistical priors of human appearance, edges, ridges and image
motion. These statistical priors are used as various image cues for a given movement. A
tree-based representation of hand dynamics is built. Each tree node corresponds to one
partitioning of the state space with piecewise constant densities. The tree is constructed
in two ways. In the first method, a hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied to align the
collected data points with the cluster centers which act as nodes. In the second method, a
lower dimensional eigen space is partitioned using a grid at multiple resolutions. In this,
each partition center corresponds to a node in the tree.
Agarwal et al. [1] learned second order dynamics for 2D tracking of walking and running
with transitions and turns in monocular image sequences. Urtasun et al. [157] used
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to provide a low dimensional parametrization of
concatenated joint angles from multiple examples of walking and running sequences. Sigal
et al. [131] presented an automatic 3D pose initialization method. A learned motion
model’s information is combined with a body parts detector for tracking walking people.
Rosenhahn et al. [118] presented a markerless human motion capture method to learn
scaled motion dynamics. The motion is modeled by twists which allow proper scaling of
the prior. It eliminates the need of training data for different frame rates and velocities.
This method can combine many different motion patterns.
2.3.5 Use of Dimensionality Reduction Techniques
Recently, use of non-linear probabilistic generative models is reported in literature. Gaus-
sian Process Latent Variable Model (GPLVM) is a dimensionality reduction technique. It
is a probabilistic non-linear PCA. It uses a kernel function to form the mapping in the
form of a Gaussian process. In [50, 73, 155], GPLVM is used to model the low dimensional
full body joints, and in [149] it is used for upper body joints, in a probabilistic framework.
Grochow et al. [50] learned Scaled Gaussian Process Latent Variable Models (SGPLVM)
to model the probability distribution of whole body poses. Urtasun et al. [155] devel-
oped the Wandering-Stable-Lost (WSL) tracker for tracking human joints. It is a three
component tracker: the first component W accounts for the short term changes to the
appearance model, the second component S is related to the stable image structure and
the third component L accounts for the data outliers. The authors are successful in obtain-
ing an optimized model joint reprojection error of the model in a low dimensional space
using SGPLVM. GPLVM is a powerful static modeling approach. It does not provide a
smooth data for time series human movement poses. Gaussian Process Dynamical Models
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(GPDM) [160, 94] and balanced-GPDM [156] are variants of GPLVM. They have proven
to be powerful enough to capture the underlying dynamics of movement as well as reducing
the dimensionality of the pose space. Such models have been successfully used as priors
for kinematic tracking of walking [156].
Manifold learning is a powerful tool for dimensionality reduction. It is a non-linear,
geometrically intuitive and computationally feasible dimensionality reduction technique. It
is based on the assumption that the input data lies on or close to a smooth low-dimensional
manifold. Manifold learning algorithms attempt to preserve a different geometrical prop-
erty of the underlying manifold. Li et al. [77] used a mixture of factor analyzers to locally
approximate the pose manifold. Factor analyzers perform non-linear dimension reduction
and data clustering concurrently with a global coordinate system. Factor analyzers have
made it possible to derive an efficient multiple hypothesis tracking algorithm based on
distribution modes.
Taylor et al. [146] presented a model based on the Conditional Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (CRBM) that preserves simple exact inference property and includes multiplica-
tive three-way interaction that allows the effective interaction weight between two units to
be modulated by the dynamic state of a third unit. They factorize the three-way weight
tensor implied by the multiplicative model. This efficient compact model is then used for
modelling human motion.
Li et al. [78] used a globally coordinated mixture of factor analyzers that is learned
from motion capture data to approximate the low-dimensional manifold embedded in the
high-dimensional human pose space. Each factor analyzer in the mixture is a ‘locally
linear dimensionality reducer’ that approximates a part of the manifold. These locally
linear pieces are then aligned to get the global parametrization of the manifold. They also
proposed a variational Bayesian formulation to enable automatic and optimal selection of
factor analyzers and dimensionality of the manifold.
Raskin et al. [113] proposed Hierarchical GPLVM (H-GPLVM) to create a hierarchy
of manifolds trained on two different activities. The hierarchical approaches extend the
pose space by decoupling the motion of individual body parts. In a recent paper [114],
they combined GPLVM and APF to produce Gaussian Process Annealed Particle Filter
(GPAPF) method that constrained the solution space. Human body motion is described
by concatenation of low-dimensional manifolds that characterize different motion types.
They introduce a body pose tracker that uses the learned mapping function from latent
space to body pose space. The trajectories in the latent space provide low dimensional rep-
resentations of body pose sequences representing a specific action type. These trajectories
are used to classify human actions.
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Moutzouris et al. [95] proposed a Hierarchical Temporal Laplacian Eignemaps (HTLE)
for leaning their action manifold using training set from MoCap data describing the action
of interest. Image captured by multiple calibrated synchronized cameras are used for visual
hull estimation. The visual hull and action manifolds are used by hierarchical manifold
search algorithm for 3D pose estimation.
2.3.6 Use of Autonomous Initialization of Tracker
Integration of generative and discriminative approaches for articulated human motion
tracking are also reported. Curio et al. [25] proposed a 2D articulated motion tracking
system. A one-to-many Support Vector Regression (SVR) system is learned to conduct
view-based recognition. State dynamics are represented by a first order AutoRegressive
(AR) model. A competitive PF defined over the hidden state space is deployed to select
plausible branches and propagate state posteriors over time. This system has demonstrated
autonomous initialization due to SVR. It draws samples from both current observations
and state dynamics. Only the best body configuration from the view-based and the model-
based matching is used to initialize the tracking.
Using a single initial state runs the risk of missing other admissible solutions due to
the inherent ambiguity. Sminchisescu et al. [137] presented a joint learning algorithm for a
bidirectional model that combines the generative and discriminative processing. The model
was successfully used for 2D people detection and 3D human motion reconstruction from
static images with cluttered background. However, parameter learning of the bidirectional
model is only considered, no movement dynamics are used.
More recently, there have been attempts at building generative approaches that are able
to initialize automatically [40, 41, 60]. John et al. [60] used a hierarchical strategy along
with an efficient evolutionary search algorithm to estimate the pose of the body in the
first frame of a sequence. The hierarchical search assumes that the segments higher in the
kinematic hierarchy can be localized well to reduce the search for subsequent body parts.
The method partitions a high dimensional search into a number of smaller conditional
searches. Gall et al. [40, 41] proposed a framework based on simulated annealing that
allows automatic initialization by directly searching for the global optimum of the objective
function. The results are compelling and the approach is only guaranteed to converge to
the global optimum. The method also has the ability to localize the body in space in terms
of a rough bounding box, which is not easy in noisy scenarios.
Salzmann et al. [123] presented a unified framework for articulated pose estimation and
non-rigid shape recovery. Their introduction of distance constraints into discriminative
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method has improved its performance. Later on, generative method is used to prevent
the drifting of the proposed pose from image observations. They also studied different
relaxations of distance constraints.
Sedai et al. [125] proposed a hybrid method that combines Gaussian process learning,
a PF and annealing to track the 3D pose in video sequences. Their approach comprises of
two steps: training and tracking. In training step, a supervised learning method is used to
train a Gaussian process regressor which takes the silhouette features as input and produces
(estimates) multiple output poses modelled by a mixture of Gaussian distributions. In the
tracking step, the estimated poses of the Gaussian process regression is refined by APF to
track the 3D pose. They claimed that their method does not lose tracking.
Liu et al [83] proposed an improved silhouette extraction method. Shadows are detected
and removed and a level set method is employed to achieve better silhouette extraction.
Further, they proposed an adaptive view fusion approach for improved matching of human
3D model and observations.
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Chapter 3
Tracking Methodology
This chapter delineates the experimental set-up for articulated human tracking. The basic
components of the set-up are explained in details along with the ground truth and video
data sets. Section 3.1 provides some insights into the generative model-based object track-
ing framework. Section 3.2 describes the temporal model which is used to obtain the state
prior. Section 3.3 describes the hierarchical human model used in this study. Section 3.4
talks about image features and the computation of the image likelihoods related to this
study. Section 3.5 explains the ground truth and video datasets utilized in this study.
3.1 Tracking Framework
Generative method consists of four basic components: initialization (defining the human
model parameters), a state prior (pose hypothesis: temporal model), an observation likeli-
hood model (matching function) and a search algorithm. These components are delineated
in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.2 shows a detailed block diagram of the generative model based Bayesian
approach for AHT. At the beginning of a video sequence, a 3D articulated model of the
human body is initialized manually using ground truth data. It is assumed that the
posterior estimates of the states at the previous time step are available. A dynamical model
is then used to advance the state estimates to the current time step. The angular positions
of specific joints are the model states. In a size N PF framework, each particle represents a
specific subject pose as a set of joint angles. The 3D human model joints are then positioned
according to these predicted joint angles to get the pose proposed by each particle. Since
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Figure 3.1: Generative methodology: basic components
N -particles are employed, N pose proposals are obtained. These poses are projected onto
the image plane and pose likelihoods are computed. These likelihoods estimate how well
the projected poses fit to the image observations using edge and silhouette likelihoods. On
the basis of these likelihood functions new weights are assigned to each particle. Then
the 3D human model joints are positioned according to the average/best joint position
obtained from these updated weights, Image Likelihoods (ILH), to get the posterior pose.
In case of a generic PF, the dotted block (metaheuristic optimization algorithm block)
is bypassed. Resampling step is carried out if degeneracy condition is detected [86]. In
case of metaheuristic optimization augmented PF, the N -estimates will act as the initial
generation of the metaheuristic optimization block and their likelihoods will act as the
fitness value of each particle. The swarm intelligence or evolutionary computation based
optimization algorithms then iteratively operate and move the swarm towards the high
likelihood regions. The particle weights are then updated and normalized and final pose is
estimated. The particles are then used for next time step temporal prediction.
3.2 State Prior: Pose Hypothesis
Understanding of human actions and intensions by vision is an essential and challenging
computer vision problem. The objective is to estimate the trajectory of human limbs based
on image data. Ideally, a tracking algorithm should be able to locate the object position
anywhere within the given image. However, due to computational efficiency reasons, only
a limited region of the image is searched [91]. As a result, the object can only be tracked
if it does not move beyond the search region. To avoid this problem, the target location
is first estimated and the search is carried out in a region centered at this estimated
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position. The estimation process involves two components: the physical measurements
provided by available sensors and knowledge of the process dynamics. KF [64] and its
variants, Extended KF (EKF) and Unscented KF (UKF), have been successfully applied
on a large number of state estimation problems [135, 110]. EKF linearizes the nonlinear
state transition and observation models around the current estimates. These linearized
models are then used in the KF equations [135]. UKF uses a deterministic sampling
technique known as the unscented transform to pick a minimal set of sample points, called
sigma points, around the mean. These sigma points are then propagated through the
nonlinear state transition and observation models, and the covariance of the estimate is
then recovered [135].
In case of highly non-linear and non-Gaussian models, the KF based methods which
depend on linearization, are often inadequate. PF is a very effective estimation framework
in this situation [111]. PF is a probability based estimator which is based on Bayes’ rule.
PF does not make any assumptions about the shape of the error distribution, but instead
estimates this by a population of sample particles.
Traditionally, a zero velocity or constant velocity [12, 36, 128] temporal model is used
for pose prediction for the next time step. Recently, discriminative matching functions such
as GPLVM [50, 73, 155], HTLE [95], Gaussian process learning [125], H-GPLVM [113] are
used to generate the pose hypothesis space. The final pose is then estimated by searching
the hypothesis space using a global or local search algorithm.
3.2.1 Pose Hypothesis and Refinement using Generic PF
In this research, PF, which supports multiple hypothesis, is used to estimate the target
position for the next time step and later on metaheuristic optimization algorithms are
used to refine this predicted target position. Hence, the PF is the basis of this tracking
framework.
A generic PF algorithm consists of four steps: initialization, prediction, update and
resampling. During the Initialization step, N -samples are drawn from the initial i.i.d. (in-
dependent and identically distributed) distribution. Afterward, the values of the particles
for the next time step are Predicted according to the dynamics of the process. During
the Update step, each predicted particle is weighted by the likelihood function, which is
determined by comparing the predictions with the observation. In the Resampling step,
the particles are selected on the basis of normalized weight function (see Appendix B,
Equation B.23). It gives birth to new particles at the expense of less likely particles.
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Figure 3.3 represents a PF framework for a one-dimensional (1D) signal. Gray circles
represent the unweighted particles and black circles represent the weighted particles. Their
horizontal positions indicate their values in state space. The ‘size’ of each particle is relative
to its weight. Larger particles will produce more offsprings during the resampling step.
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Figure 3.3: A symbolic representation of PF framework
3.3 The Articulated Human Body Model
In this work, the human body is modeled as a set of 10 cylinders of different sizes connected
by joints [129],[12]. This is called an articulated body representation. The body parts
included are the head, torso, upper arms, forearms, thighs and calves. The torso is the
base of the articulated model and all other parts are linked to it through revolute joints.
A revolute joint has 1-degree of freedom. Its action causes a pure rotation of one cylinder
with respect to the other. If a body part has more than one degrees of freedom, for example
the shoulder has 3-degrees of freedom, then it is constructed by joining 3-revolute joints
with all their axis intersecting at one point. This makes it clear that the basic unit of the
human motion is simply a rotation, that is all human actions are combinations of rotations
of the body parts around their respective joints.
A kinematic hierarchical structure is used to represent the human body. Each body
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Figure 3.4: The human body model [129]
part is assigned a number of degrees of freedom depending on the number of revolute joints
attached to it [2, 4, 5]. Moreover, the joint angles are constrained to anatomic joint angle
limits, that is the range of angles the human elbow can move is limited, and these limits are
taken into account during the tracking process. Hard priors are implemented to exclude
implausible joint angles. The neck, shoulder, and hip joints have 3-degrees of freedom,
torso and clavicle joints have 2-degrees of freedom, whereas the elbow and knee joints
have 1-degree of freedom. Then, there are 6-degrees of freedom for the global position and
orientation of the body. This setup results in a 31-dimensional state space representation
of the human body as shown in Figure 4.10. The motion of a point in the body part is
determined by forward kinematics. The z -axis of the local coordinate system for each limb
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is directed along the cylinder axis. Rigid transformations are used to specify the relative
position and orientation of body parts and to transform to the global coordinate frame.
Camera calibration data are used to initialize the translation vector and rotation matrices.
They are used to map from the global coordinate system to the camera reference frames
[153, 52].
3.4 Image Likelihoods
Every visual tracking system requires an explicit or implicit model for appearance, shape
and dynamics of the object of interest. The lack of a suitable model limits the performance
of the tracking system. Silhouette information acts as the appearance model and edge
gradient acts as the shape model in our experiments. These image characteristics are used
to find the ILH as follows:
3.4.1 Silhouette Information
The silhouette of the object of interest is obtained by statistical background subtraction
with a Gaussian mixture model. The foreground pixels are set to 1 and the background
pixels are set to 0 to form a pixel map as shown in Figure 3.5(a). The likelihood of a pose
is then estimated by mapping a number of points on each limb and onto the silhouette
pixel map. The mean square error (MSE) between the predicted and observed silhouette
values for these points is computed as [36]:
MSEsilhouette =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(1− psi )2 (3.1)
where psi are the values of the pixel map at the N -sampling points taken from the interior
of the predicted cylinders making up the human skeleton [36]. The silhouette likelihood
LHsilhouette is then computed as:
LHsilhouette = e
−MSEsilhouette (3.2)
3.4.2 Edge Gradient
The edges produced by a human subject give a good outline of visible arms, and legs
unless the subject is wearing very baggy clothes or the environment is severely cluttered.
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Moreover, the edges are less sensitive to color, clothing, texture, and lighting. In this
work, a gradient based edge detection, see Appendix A, mask is used [36] . The result is
thresholded to eliminate spurious edges and then smoothed with a Gaussian kernel. It is
renormalized between 0 and 1 to produce a pixel map as shown in Figure 3.5(b). In this
pixel map each pixel is assigned a value related to its proximity to an edge.
A number of points N are selected on the edge of the predicted cylinders making up
the body pose. The MSE between the selected points and the value of the edge pixel map
pei at this image position is computed as [36]:
MSEedge =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(1− pei )2 (3.3)
The edge likelihood LHedge is then computed as:
LHedge = e
−MSEedge (3.4)
The two likelihoods are combined together to get the ILH as:
ILH = ζ LHsilhouette + η LHgradient (3.5)
where ζ and η are constants in the range [0-1] such that ζ + η = 1. In these experiments
equal weighting is given for the two likelihoods ζ = η = 0.5.
Video sequences obtained from multiple-cameras are employed in this study. The ILH
obtained form edge and silhouette likelihoods for each camera are combined together to
get and overall ILHall cameras function, cost function, as follows:
ILHall cameras =
C∑
i=1
(ILHi) (3.6)
where C is the number of cameras used.
3.5 Video Sequences and Ground Truth Data
To evaluate the performance of the proposed metaheuristic algorithms for AHT, a publicly
available dataset provided by Sigal et. al. [12, 132] is used. The 3D human motion and
video data was simultaneously captured in a laboratory environment. The subjects wore
natural clothing, as opposed to tight fitting motion capture suits typically used for motion
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Figure 3.5: (a) Silhouette (b) Edge pixel map
capture, on which visible markers were attached with adhesive tape. A drawback of this
approach is that the markers tend to move more as compared on the tight motion capture
suits. As a result, the motion capture data may not be as accurate as obtained by tradi-
tional tightly fitted suit wearing objects. Standard markerless motion capture protocols
were used, subjects were measured and a 3D body model was fitted to these measurements.
The dataset consists of background images, calibration data (camera intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters), image data, motion capture data and synchronization data.
For Lee Walk dataset, the ground truth motion data was obtained by a commercial
Vicon system [154] that uses reflective markers and six 1 M-pixel cameras. The video was
recorded using four Pulnix TM6710 cameras [23]. These were gray scale progressive scan
cameras with a resolution of 644 × 488 pixels that record at a frame rate of 60 Hz. The
coordinate frames of the motion capture and video capture systems were aligned oﬄine
and temporal synchronization was achieved by tracking visual markers on both systems
using an optimization procedure. A frame captured by 4-cameras is shown in Figure 3.6.
HumanEva II dataset [132] was captured using a more sophisticated hardware sys-
tem that allowed better quality motion capture data and hardware synchronization. The
dataset contains two subjects performing predefined actions. The ground truth motion
data was captured by Vicon system which uses twelve 1.3 M-pixel motion capture cam-
eras. IO Industries [54] system that uses four UNiQ UC685CL 10-bit color cameras were
used for video recording. It records at a frame rate of up to 110 Hz with 659× 494 pixels
resolution. The raw frames were re-scaled to 640×480 pixels using IO Industries software.
Videos were captured at 60 Hz. The Vicon system was calibrated using Vicon’s propri-
etary software while the video cameras were calibrated using Matlab camera calibration
software. A sample frame captured by these cameras is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: HumanEva II data set: recorded using 4 color video cameras
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Chapter 4
Adaptive Parameter Particle Swarm
Optimization Algorithm
In this chapter, swarm intelligence is used to develop a PSO based adaptive parameter
optimization algorithm to solve the AHT problem. Section 4.1 gives the rationale behind
using swarm intelligence for optimization. Section 4.2 briefly describes the PSO algorithm,
which forms the basis of the proposed AP-PSO algorithm. Section 4.3 reviews some of
the recent developments to counteract ‘degeneracy’ challenge in PF. Section 4.4 explains
the proposed AP-PSO algorithm. Section 4.5 describes experimental results. Section 4.6
concludes this chapter with a discussion of the obtained results.
4.1 Use of Evolutionary Algorithms
Optimization has countless applications in industry. It results in reduction in cost, time and
risk or increase in profit, quality and efficiency. A large number of optimization problems in
engineering, science, business and economics are complex in nature. It is difficult to solve
them in an exact manner in a reasonable amount of time. Use of approximate methods is a
viable solution in such situations. Metaheuristics is a class of such approximate methods.
They reduce the effective size of the solution space by exploring it more efficiently. They
generally produce faster and robust results in large-scale optimization problems. Swarm
intelligence and evolutionary algorithms are two categories of metaheuristics used to solve
complex, multi-modal AHT problem in this research.
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4.1.1 Problem Formulation
The high dimensional AHT problem is solved as a continuous optimization problem (COP).
The model for a constrained COP can be defined as:
Q = (S,Ω, f) of a COP consists of:
• a search space S defined over a finite set of continuous decision variables and a set
Ω of constraint relationships among the variables
• a cost function f : S→ R
The search space S is defined as follows: Given a set of continuous variables xi, i =
1, · · · , n with possible values vi ∈ Di ⊆ R. The solution s ∈ S, a complete assignment
where each decision variable has an assigned value that satisfies all the constraints in the
set Ω, is a feasible solution of the given COP. For a minimization problem a solution s∗ ∈ S
is called a global optimum if an only if: f(s∗) ≤ f(s) ∀s∈S. The set of all globally optimal
solutions is denoted by S∗ ∈ S. Solving a COP requires finding at least one s∗ ∈ S.
The search space for COPs is not finite since the continuous decision variables can as-
sume an infinite number of values. However, solving these problems with digital computers
impose certain limitations as computers have a limited degree of accuracy.
Formulation of Video-based AHT Problem
The video-based AHT problem minimizes the image likelihood error from multiple-cameras
and/or multiple-likelihoods subject to the joint angle constraints:
minimize
xt
− log p(zt|xt) = 1
K
1
|L|
K∑
k=1
∑
l∈L
−log pl(z(k)t |xt)
subject to xt = {x1t , · · · , xdt , · · · , xDt } ∈ R
xdt ≥ θmin
xdt ≤ θmax.
where xt and zt are the system states and observations at time t respectively, K is the
number of cameras, z
(k)
t is the image observation for the k
th camera at time t and L ⊂
{LHsilhouette, LHedge} is a set of likelihood functions, xdt is the dth element of the state
vector xt representing the d
th joint angle, D is the dimensionality of the problem, θmin and
θmax are the anatomic joint angle limits of the d
th joint angle.
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4.1.2 Solution Methods
The algorithms available for solving COPs can be divided into exact and approximate ones.
Analytical approaches yield exact solutions. They can also find all minima and maxima,
including the global minimum and maximum, if they exist. However, these approaches can
only be used where a mathematical formulation of the cost function is available. Unfortu-
nately, in most real world problems only sample empirical data is available.
Other methods for continuous optimization can only obtain approximate solutions.
Derivative-based methods find local minimum reasonably quickly. They use numerical
differentiation which only requires the value of the function at any point in the search
space rather than the symbolic formula of the function. But these methods also require
evaluation of the derivatives of the cost function. First derivative or the first and the
second derivatives are required depending upon the method employed.
Another type of approximate methods are the direct search methods. They are more
robust than the above two type of methods, and therefore able to effectively deal with a
wider range of COPs. They only require the function to be evaluated at points within the
search space. However, like all approximate methods, they only find the local optimum.
Finally, a recent trend is the use of metaheuristics for the solution of COPs. Meta-
heuristics do not provide any guarantee about the quality of found solution. However,
they may be able to look both for local as well as global minima. They also have very
little requirement about the problem formulation. Similar to the direct search methods,
they only need to be able to evaluate the function at any point in the search space. In
particular, population-based optimization algorithms have attracted much attention for a
variety of optimization problems and have shown better performance then derivative-based
optimization methods [7, 6, 10, 11, 8]. They do not require the objective function to be
differentiable or even continuous. They generally perform better as global optimization
techniques due to their balance between exploration and exploitation of the whole solution
space. An AP-PSO algorithm is proposed and implemented in this chapter to demonstrate
the effectiveness of population-based optimization in AHT problem domain.
4.2 Particle Swarm Optimization
PSO is a new population based stochastic optimization technique which has shown consid-
erable success in solving non-linear, non-differentiable, multimodal optimization problems
[65]. PSO updates the particle position towards the optimal point by updating the po-
sition and velocity of each particle according to the best value of each particle and the
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global best value of all the particles. The particle with the best fitness value denotes the
optimal point in the search space. The computation of PSO is easy and adds only a slight
computational load when it is incorporated into the generic PF framework. It also has the
flexibility to control the balance between local and global exploration of the problem space
which helps to enhance the search ability and derives the particles towards high likelihood
regions, thereby helping to overcome the degeneracy issue in generic PF.
4.2.1 Basic Algorithm
PSO method is inspired by swarm behavior such as a bird flocking [65]. Each particle
updates its position and direction of motion on the basis of its current direction of motion,
its best position in the past and the best position of the entire swarm. The particles move
by searching for the best position that gives the highest fitness (cost function evaluation)
value.
Let us consider a d dimensional search space with N -particles. The position of the ith
particle at the kth generation (iteration) is denoted by xk(i) ∈ <d. Its velocity and fitness
value is represented by vk(i) ∈ <d and Jk(i) ∈ < respectively. The particle’s best previous
position and fitness is denoted by pk(i) ∈ <d and Jpk(i) ∈ < respectively. The global best
position and fitness value of the whole swarm is denoted by gk ∈ <d and Jgk ∈ <.
Each particle updates its velocity and position according to the following equations:
vk+1(i) = w · vk(i) + c1 · rand( ) · (gk − xk(i)) + c2 · rand( ) · (pk(i)− xk(i)), ∀i (4.1)
xk+1(i) = xk(i) + vk+1(i) (4.2)
where w is an inertia weight, rand() is a uniformly distributed random number in the
range [0, 1], c1 and c2 are positive learning factors. These are termed as social (global) and
cognitive (local) learning factors respectively. The particle position update procedure is
illustrated in Figure 4.1.
The parameters play an important role in directing the exploratory behavior of the
swarm. Higher values of the inertia weight will force the particles to explore a wider region
of the search space and lower inertia weights and learning factors will help to focus search
in a smaller area. Assigning excessively large values to the inertia weight will cause a
divergent behavior of the swarm and the performance will not be better than a random
search [69]. The typical values for these parameters are w = 0.7, c1 = c2 = 1.5 [65]. The
schematic of the PSO algorithm is displayed in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Particle position update using PSO
The PSO is implemented in PF framework to alleviate some of the PFs inherent prob-
lems. The Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) (see Appendix B, Section B.2) method
of particle filtering draws samples from the importance/proposal distribution. The most
common choice of the proposal distribution is the probabilistic/process model of the state
evolution which will result in an approximate posterior distribution. Since the proposal
function of generic PF is suboptimal, it will pose two major challenges: degeneracy, or par-
ticle impoverishment, and sample size dependency. Degeneracy occurs when likelihoods
are very narrow. It also occurs when the observation lies in the tail of the prior distri-
bution as shown in Figure 4.3. In this case, all but a few particles will have insignificant
weights. Only the particles with significant weights will be selected for resampling. As a
result, there will be only few dissimilar particles which will result in the loss of diversity of
solution space search.
If the sample size is small, which will improve the computational efficiency, then there
is a danger that the particles might not be distributed around the true states. As a result
after a few iterations, it will become difficult for the particles to converge to the true states.
4.3 Recent Contributions to Alleviate Degeneracy
To solve this issue, Rudolph et al. [121] proposed the Unscented Particle Filter (UPF)
technique by combining the UKF with a generic PF to get a better proposal function. It
results in improved performance but sacrifices computational efficiency. Another method
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of PSO algorithm
is to use an intelligent algorithm to optimize the sampling process. Clapp et al. [21]
introduces simulated annealing into PF. The method uses an annealing function based on
the observations, which results in improved performance when the likelihood lies in the
tail of the prior distribution. Higuchi et al. [143] combines Genetic Algorithm (GA) and
sequential MC to introduce diversity in the population after resampling. Torma et al. [152]
added local search methods into PF to reduce the sample size and improve efficiency when
observations are reliable.
Variants of PSO have also been developed specifically to address AHT. Wang et al.
[163, 165] proposed an Annealed PSO based PF algorithm (APSOPF) for whole body
human tracking. In this algorithm, the sampling covariance and annealing factors are
incorporated into the velocity update equation of PSO. The parameters/coefficients are
initialized with appropriate values in the beginning of PSO iteration and are decreased
(annealed) in small steps. They reported that the use of the sampling covariance has
constrained the particles to most likely regions of pose space and annealing has preserved
particles own divergence and self-exploration capabilities before convergence.
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Kwolek et al. [71] proposed a global-local annealed PSO to minimize the mismatch
between the observed human pose and the estimated pose. At the beginning of the opti-
mization cycle a pool of candidate solutions using APF is generated and among this pool
the global best solution is selected. Later on, each limb pose is optimized locally with a
smaller number of particles to refine this global best solution. They reported that their
algorithm outperforms the original PSO algorithm.
Zang et al. [172] proposed a hybrid search method, Niching Swarm Filter (NSF), which
involves a refinement step of local optimization. A non-parameter niching method ring
topology based on bare bones PSO algorithm is integrated in the PF framework. The
niching search process can help to robustly and efficiently find multiple significant modes
(both local and global peaks) of the configuration distribution. A local search further
refines the proposed pose estimate.
John et al. [60, 61] proposed a Hierarchical PSO (HPSO) for full body AHT from
multi-view video sequences. They employed a 12-step hierarchical method for locating the
body parts. The method starts with the estimate of global position and orientation and
step-by-step estimates torso, left upper-arm, left lower-arm, right upper-arm, right lower-
arm, head, left upper-leg, left lower-leg, right upper-leg and right lower-leg. They reported
their algorithm outperforms PF and APF.
Nguyen et al. [98] proposed hierarchical annealed PSO algorithm. They claimed im-
proved search efficiency due to hierarchical search and alleviation of noisy observation
problem by incorporating annealing factor term into the velocity update equation of PSO.
They claimed efficiency and effectiveness of their approach both in terms of tracking accu-
racy and computation time.
4.3.1 Parameter Adaptation of PSO
A plethora of research literature has investigated the parameter adaptation of PSO algo-
rithm. Most of these are related to the tuning of inertia weight parameter. The first set
of these methods uses a time varying inertia weight strategy [3, 76, 58]. The second set of
methods uses feedback to monitor the state of the algorithm and adjust inertia weight on
these basis [56, 166].
Some adaptive parameter PSO schemes are also proposed to update the inertia weight
as well as cognitive and social learning factors. These schemes use different strategies for
parameter adaptation. Tang et al. [145] designed a quadratic function for inertia weight
update and decreased learning factors on the basis of generation number and particles’
best fitness and later used a stochastic learning method to refine the solution. Ratnaweera
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et al. [115] used time varying inertia weight and learning factors. They also introduced
mutation to the selected modulus of the velocity vector. In another strategy they used
social, like Bat algorithm velocity update (Chaper# 5), or cognitive component only for
velocity update. Tripathi et al. [151] used time varying update of inertia weight and
learning factors and applied it for multi-objective optimization. Juang et al. [62] used
fuzzy set theory to adaptively update learning factors and incorporated it with quadratic
interpolation and crossover operator to enhance the global search capability of PSO.
Ismail et al. [55] used a secondary swarm for parameter optimization. Hashemi [51] used
three learning automata, one for each parameter, to determine the values of the constants
in the velocity update equation. Montalvo et al. [92] added w, c1 and c2 as 3-additional
dimensions to the problem and estimate them using PSO and later used them. Niu et al.
[99] linearly decreased the constants of the velocity update equation with iterations. Wang
[161] decreased w and c1 between a maximum and minimum value with iterations. For c2,
he used the same scheme but with a mutilative factor depending on best and worst fitness
values. Alireza [9] used a mutation constant depending on the best fitness to control the
rate of mutation of the selected dimension. Furthermore, w is varied between 0.5 and 1
using best fitness of the solution.
4.4 Proposed Adaptive Parameter PSO Algorithm
A new PSO algorithm, AP-PSO algorithm, is proposed in this work which adaptively
updates its inertia weight and social and cognitive learning factors. The inertia weight
depends on maximum variation allowed and varies with the number of PSO iterations,
social and cognitive learning factors vary according to the fitness value.
Initial inertia weight value is set to half of the maximum variation allowed in a single
time step in each problem dimension and then decreased by an annealing factor which is
dependent on the PSO iterations. The inertia weight parameter is varied according to:
w =
Vmax
2
e(1−
m
M
) (4.3)
where Vmax is the maximum variance allowed in each time step in each dimension, M is
the maximum allowed number of PSO iterations and m is the current iteration. It is clear
that as the current iteration value increases, the inertia weight value decreases and helps
the swarm to settle around the best solution.
The proposed algorithm also allows the learning factors c1 and c2, which influence the
social and cognition components of swarm behavior, to vary according to the quality of
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the obtained solution. Social learning factor is varied according to:
c1 = d0.7e(1−Jk(i))e (4.4)
which indicates that the contribution of the social factor in velocity update will be large
when the particle is far away from the global best solution. The influence of the social
component will be reduced to allow the search to concentrate on a more local region, when
the particle is in the vicinity of the global best position.
The cognition learning factor is varied according to:
c2 = de(Jpk(i)−Jk(i))e (4.5)
Similarly, if the particle’s position has improved with respect to its own best position, its
an indication that the particle is moving in the right direction and the change in velocity
due to this component should be lowered. Whereas, a deterioration in particle evaluation
indicates that it is moving in the wrong direction and hence requires a change in velocity.
The ceiling for both social and cognition learning factors is set at c1 = 1.5 and c2 = 1.5.
A comparison of the proposed adaptive parameters to basic PSO parameters is given in
Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Comparison of fixed and adaptive PSO parameters
Algorithm w c1 c2
PSO 0.749 1.5 1.5
AP-PSO Vmax
2
e(1−
m
M
) d0.7e(1−Jk(i))e de(Jpk(i)−Jk(i))e
The schematic of the proposed AP-PSO algorithm is displayed in Figure 4.4 and its
pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1.
4.5 Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of the proposed AP-PSO algorithm, experiments were con-
ducted to identify the parameters of two simple oscillators and a 10 dimensional human
arm tracking problem. These results are presented in the following sections.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the proposed AP-PSO algorithm
4.5.1 System Identification
In the first set of experiments, a parameter identification task was performed. Two second
order linear time invariant oscillators were considered. The first system is described as
G1(s) =
Ke−Tds
T2s2 + T1s+ 1
=
7.6e−25s
10s2 + s+ 1
(4.6)
The goal was to identify the DC gain K, delay time Td and the natural period of oscillation
T2 from the training data.
The second system was described as
G1(s) =
5.7e−42s
40.2s2 + 4.2s+ 1
(4.7)
For this system, the DC gain K, delay time Td, natural period of oscillation T2 as well as
the damping parameter T1 were identified.
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Algorithm 1 Adaptive parameter particle swarm optimization algorithm
1: Randomly initialize xi and vi
2: Evaluate fitness f(xi)
3: Set pbest = xi and select gbest
4: repeat
5: for all particles i do
6: Update parameters w, c1 and c2 using Equations 4.3-4.5
7: Update Velocities and positions using Equations 4.1-4.2
8: Evaluate fitness of updated particles
9: if f(xi) < f(pbesti) then pbesti = xi;
10: if f(xi) < f(gbest) then gbest = xi;
11: Update xi and vi
12: End for
13: until Stopping criteria
The outputs obtained by numerically integrating the system equations were used as
the training data set. PF, PSO and AP-PSO algorithms were used to identify the param-
eters. The parameters identified by the optimization algorithms were used to reproduce
the system models. Their output was then compared with the training data. The absolute
difference between the true and identified models at each time step were added together to
form an integral absolute error that was to be minimized during the course of optimization.
Real life measurements are rarely free of noise. To emulate this behavior, a zero mean
Gaussian noise was added to the noise free training data. The Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
was ∼ 24dB. That is the power of noise was approximately one eighth of the signal power.
The three algorithms were also used to identify the parameters from this noisy training
data. Figure 4.5 illustrates the types of training data used in these experiments.
The fitness evaluations were fixed to 250 for all three algorithms to achieve a fair eval-
uation of algorithm performance. PF was assigned 250 particles, PSO and AP-PSO were
assigned 25 particles and 10 iterations of PSO runs were used. Initial particle velocities
were randomly set to small values using a zero mean Gaussian model. The initial popula-
tions of particles were generated using a Gaussian model by setting the means and standard
deviations to half of the parameter values coarsely guessed from the clean training data.
Since the optimization algorithms are highly stochastic, the experiments were run 20
times for each set of training data. The mean, standard deviation and parameter values
corresponding the best normalized fitness values are listed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. A smaller
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Figure 4.5: Typical samples of input data used in training
fitness value represents a better solution as the integral absolute error is minimized over
the simulation time.
Response of the two systems obtained from the parameters identified by three algo-
rithms during an experimental run is illustrated in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The plots in
Figures 4.6(a) and 4.7(a) represent the responses when parameters were identified using
clean training data and the plots in Figures 4.6(b) and 4.7(b) depict the responses when the
parameters were identified from noisy training data. The corresponding errors between the
clean training data and the obtained system responses is also plotted in the corresponding
figures.
From the obtained results, it is clear that the AP-PSO has performed the best among
the three considered algorithms in terms of mean parameter identification value. The
performance is particularly very good for parameter identification of first system. This
is due to the fact that all three parameters to be identified has a significant effect on
the error measure that was being minimized. Any deviation from the true parameter
values has resulted in an increase in error and hence the activation of the search. For the
second system, the first three parameters are adequately identified by AP-PSO with good
repeatability. However, the fourth parameter T1 has more percentage variation (∼ 20%).
This parameter is related to the damping ratio of the system which is mainly shaping the
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Figure 4.6: Response of the first oscillator to a step input utilizing the parameters identified
by PF, PSO and AP-PSO (a) Parameters identified using crisp training data (b) Parameters
identified using noisy training data
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Figure 4.7: Response of the second oscillator to a step input utilizing the parameters
identified by PF, PSO and AP-PSO (a) Parameters identified using crisp training data (b)
Parameters identified using noisy training data
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Table 4.2: Comparison of PF, PSO and AP-PSO results for G1(s) parameter identification
Data Algo. Parameter True Mean STD Best f(Best)
Crisp
PF
K 7.6 7.6233 0.0800 7.5539
0.052Td 25 26.2343 0.6593 25.8890
T2 10 7.6862 0.2325 7.9884
PSO
K 7.6 7.5798 0.1967 7.5645
0.0029Td 25 25.2431 0.7695 25.6367
T2 10 9.6269 0.7677 9.3289
AP-PSO
K 7.6 7.6061 0.1137 7.5992
0.0003Td 25 25.3054 0.5361 25.0106
T2 10 9.7093 0.6701 9.9906
Noisy
PF
K 7.6 7.6409 0.0773 7.5929
0.063Td 25 26.3480 0.6288 25.7357
T2 10 7.6611 0.1654 7.4405
PSO
K 7.6 7.5101 0.2068 7.5946
0.0095Td 25 25.4396 0.8758 26.2874
T2 10 9.9637 0.7044 9.0066
AP-PSO
K 7.6 7.5567 0.2333 7.6486
0.0073Td 25 25.0362 0.4376 25.1437
T2 10 10.0037 0.5904 9.6485
transient response and is affecting the error measure only for a short period of time, t ∼ 50
to t ∼ 100 seconds. Change in absolute integral error due to little change in T1 is less
pronounced than varying any other parameter. Moreover, PSO algorithm inherently has a
poor local search ability due to the random velocity effect. As a result error does not seem
to decrease after a certain value.
In order to improve the identification of damping parameter, a harmonic input was
applied to the second oscillator and the corresponding output was used for training. The
identified parameters by PF, PSO and AP-PSO using this harmonic input are listed in
Table 4.4 and the system responses with corresponding errors are shown in Figure 4.8.
Application of harmonic input has resulted in a better estimation of the damping parameter
but the estimation error of the DC gain parameter K was increased.
In the last parameter identification experiment, a mixture of step and harmonic inputs
was applied to the second oscillator and the corresponding output was used for training.
This combination has resulted in an optimal identification of system parameters that cap-
tures both transient and steady state system behavior. The results are listed in Table 4.5
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Table 4.3: Comparison of PF, PSO and AP-PSO results for G2(s) parameter identification
Data Algo. Parameter True Mean STD Best f(Best)
Crisp
PF
K 5.7 5.8590 0.0515 5.8172
0.018
Td 42 41.1953 1.0025 40.9326
T2 40.2 37.8083 1.5769 37.8889
T1 4.2 4.5099 0.5372 4.0412
PSO
K 5.7 5.3221 1.5794 5.7601
0.003
Td 42 41.1812 1.9747 41.8509
T2 40.2 38.9753 1.7848 40.2239
T1 4.2 4.5227 1.3932 3.7684
AP-PSO
K 5.7 5.7050 0.0894 5.6989
0.0011
Td 42 41.9946 1.1262 42.7816
T2 40.2 38.4976 1.9090 37.638
T1 4.2 4.1697 0.9805 4.1495
Noisy
PF
K 5.7 5.8998 0.1067 5.7935
0.015
Td 42 40.6750 1.1137 41.5389
T2 40.2 37.6144 1.2010 36.3683
T1 4.2 4.6179 0.5806 4.0076
PSO
K 5.7 5.6584 0.2234 5.7308
0.0044
Td 42 41.8481 1.3304 42.6995
T2 40.2 38.4329 2.0414 37.8194
T1 4.2 4.3877 0.7389 4.4383
AP-PSO
K 5.7 5.6767 0.1007 5.6545
0.0028
Td 42 41.8952 1.2901 42.8998
T2 40.2 38.2418 2.0621 37.2930
T1 4.2 4.3722 0.8646 4.4732
Table 4.4: Identified parameters using harmonic input training data
Parameter True PF PSO AP-PSO
K 5.7000 3.7554 5.8835 5.8299
Td 42.0000 42.0092 41.7713 42.0033
T2 40.2000 34.0202 41.5025 41.0012
T1 4.2000 3.7988 4.5042 4.4129
and the system responses and errors are depicted in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.8: Oscillator response and corresponding errors when a harmonic training data is
used
Table 4.5: Identified parameters using a combination of step and harmonic input training
data
Parameter True PF PSO AP-PSO
K 5.7000 5.1080 5.7090 5.7060
Td 42.0000 42.2005 42.1710 41.9845
T2 40.2000 37.3877 40.9584 41.5851
T1 4.2000 4.8643 4.4986 4.2671
4.5.2 Qualitative Analysis: Human Arm Tracking
In this experiment, a qualitative analysis of human arm tracking based on visual inspection
is performed. The human arm and torso are modeled as a set of cylinders connected
by revolute joints [129],[12]. The body parts included are torso, upper and lower arms.
Shoulder joint has 3-degrees of freedom and the elbow joint has 1-degree of freedom. There
are 6-degrees of freedom for the global position and orientation. Overall, this results in a
10-dimensional state-space representation of the human arm shown in Figure 4.10. The
motion of a point in the body part is determined by forward kinematics.
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Figure 4.9: Oscillator response and corresponding errors when a combination of step and
harmonic training data is used
Figure 4.10: The human arm model [129]
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The experiment considers the video of a person moving his right arm in front of a
camera. The video is recorded at 25 frames per second and a total of 80 frames are used.
The frame size is 240x320 pixels. Background subtraction is used to extract the object
of interest. Camera calibration data were experimentally obtained for the rotation and
translation transformation vectors. These vectors are used to map data from the world
coordinate system to the camera reference frame [153].
The experiments test the use of a generic PF and the proposed AP-PSO for human arm
tracking. A constant velocity temporal model is employed to predict the joint angles, states
of the model. For AP-PSO experiments, 10-iterations of PSO runs are used. It is found
that, the increase in number of particles has resulted in improved tracking performance for
both algorithms.
A comparison of the results of generic PF and AP-PSO are shown in Figure 4.11.
The first column shows PF results when 2000 particles are used and the second column
shows the AP-PSO results when 200 particles are used. To maintain the same number
of likelihood evaluations across the two algorithms, we set the number of particles in PF
to 10 times that in AP-PSO. Similarly, the third and fourth columns show the PF and
AP-PSO results with 5000 and 500 particles respectively. Visual inspection shows that the
AP-PSO outperforms the generic PF in tracking the human arm. This can be deduced by
comparing the third and fourth rows of Figure 4.11 that over time PF tracking of the lower
arm and elbow diverges in Frame# 74 and 78, while AP-PSO continues to track them.
Figure 4.12 shows the results of AP-PSO when different numbers of particles are em-
ployed for tracking. Visual inspection indicates that with the increase in the number of
particles the estimation accuracy is improved at the expense of added computational cost.
It is observed from the results that when a video sequence captured by a single camera,
monocular video, is used for articulated tracking, due to the loss of depth information and
self-occlusions, the orientation results are not accurate in the absence of an adequate oc-
clusion model. In the quantitative analysis, video sequences recorded by multiple cameras
are used to alleviate loss of depth and self-occlusion challenges.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, an improved PSO algorithm, AP-PSO, is proposed that uses the quality of
obtained results to update the inertia weight, cognitive learning factor and social learning
factor. This improvement has imparted good exploration properties to the proposed AP-
PSO algorithm. It favors a local search of the solution space as the particles comes into
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the vicinity of the optimal solution and favors a global search if the particle is away from
the optimal solution. Experiments are run to evaluate the performance of this proposed
algorithm. The preliminary quantitative and qualitative analysis results depict improved
performance of the proposed algorithm compared to PF, APF and PSO algorithms.
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Chapter 5
Modified Artificial Bat Algorithm
In this chapter, the echolocation feature of microbats is used to develop a novel metaheuris-
tic optimization algorithm. Section 5.1 describes how microbats use echolocation to locate
their prey and a method to incorporate this property to solve optimization problems. The
basic Artificial Bat (AB) algorithm is also explained. Section 5.2 briefly describes some of
the latest developments and applications of AB algorithm. Section 5.3 describes the pro-
posed Modified Artificial Bat (MAB) algorithm. Section 5.4 explicates the experimental
results of applying the developed optimization algorithm on benchmark function evalua-
tions. Finally, Section 5.5 concludes the chapter with discussion of the obtained results.
5.1 Echolocation
5.1.1 Behavior of Natural Bats
The proposed algorithm is inspired by echolocation abilities of bats. There are many
different species of bats and they are of different sizes. Among them, microbats extensively
use echolocation [117, 116]. They use a type of sonar to detect prey, avoid obstacles, and
locate their roosting crevices in the dark. They emit loud sound pulses and listen for the
echo that bounces off their surrounding objects. These sound pulses vary in properties and
different species emit pulses of different bandwidth.
They emit sound pulses of constant frequency in the range of 25kHz to 150kHz. Each
ultrasonic sound burst lasts for a very short period of time, typically 5 to 20 ms. Microbats
normally emit about 10-20 sound bursts every second. The rate of emission of these sound
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pulses increases, to about 200 pulses per second, when they fly close to their prey. While
searching for prey, bats produce loud sound pulses in the range of 110dB but when bats
get closer to their prey, they become quieter. Such echolocation capabilities of microbats
can be associated with the objective function to be optimized and optimization algorithms
can be formulated that mimic this bat behavior in finding optimal solutions.
5.1.2 Basic Bat Algorithm
Bat-inspired algorithms, bat algorithms, can be developed by idealizing some of the echolo-
cation characteristics of microbats. The following assumptions are made to approximate
bat’s echolocation properties to solve an optimization problem [168]:
1. All bats use echolocation to sense distance.
2. Bats fly randomly with velocities vi at position xi with a fixed frequency fmin by
varying wavelength λ and loudness A0 to search for prey.
3. Depending on the proximity of the prey, they adjust their frequency and can adjust
the pulse emission rate ri ∈ [0− 1].
4. Also depending on the proximity of the prey, their loudness vary from a large A0 to
a small Amin values.
In practical implementations, frequency is limited to a range [fmin, fmax] and is chosen such
that it is comparable to the size of the domain of interest.
Movement of Bats: Generation of New Solutions
For a virtual bat to solve an optimization problem, rules need to be defined to set their
positions and velocities in the d-dimensional search space. The new position xti and velocity
vti at time step t are given as:
fi = fmin + (fmax − fmin)β (5.1)
vti = v
t−1
i + (x
t−1
i − x∗)fi (5.2)
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xti = x
t−1
i + v
t
i (5.3)
Here β ∈ [0 − 1] is a random vector drawn from uniform distribution, x∗ is the current
global best solution among the bat population. Accordingly, following Equation 5.1 each
bat is assigned a frequency in the range [fmin, fmax] that determines the bat’s velocity.
Local Search
A bat is randomly selected for local search. The bat selected for local search generates a
new solution on the basis of its current loudness Ai and current position as:
xˆti = x
t
i + εAi (5.4)
where ε ∈ [−1, 1] is a random number.
Loudness and Pulse Emission
The loudness usually decreases once a bat has found its prey, while rate of pulse emission
increases. The loudness and pulse emission rate are only varied once a solution is improved.
The bat moves towards optimal solution according to:
At+1i = αA
t
i, r
t+1
i = r
0
i [1− e−γt] (5.5)
where α and γ are constants. In fact, α is like the cooling factor in a simulated annealing
scheme. For 0 < α < 1 and γ > 0, we get
Ati → 0, rti → r0i , as t→∞
Loudness is initially set to the range Ai ∈ [0.1− 0.9] and emission rate is set to the range
ri ∈ [0−1] and the constants are set to α = γ = 0.9. Ai decreases as the solution improves
resulting in a more precise local search as evident by Equation 5.4.
The velocity and position update of AB algorithm has similarities with standard PSO.
In AB algorithm fi controls the speed and the range of swarm movement. However, AB
algorithm provides local search controlled by loudness and pulse emission rate. Based on
the above idealization, a flow chart of AB algorithm is given in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: AB algorithm: Flow chart
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5.2 Literature Review
Standard AB algorithm can provide very good convergence at an early stage by switching
from exploration to exploitation. This makes it very attractive for classification, optimiza-
tion, feature extraction, scheduling, data mining and others. However, a quick switching to
exploitation stage, by varying A and r too quickly, leads to stagnation as the solution may
be trapped in a local minima. In an effort to avoid this situation and enhance performance,
different methods and strategies have been incorporated in AB algorithm to instil diversity
of solution. Some notable variants of AB algorithm are:
Khan et al. [66] developed a fuzzy logic AB algorithm by redefining the velocity update
equation, Equation 5.2, to update the fuzzy relationship between the components of the
velocity vector. Komarasamy et al. [70] used K-means in AB algorithm for efficient
clustering. Lin et al. [81] developed a chaotic AB algorithm using Le´vy flights and chaotic
maps. They used it to estimate the parameters of a dynamic biological system. Xie et
al. [57] employed differential operator and Le´vy flights in AB algorithm to solve function
optimization problems. Zang et al. [158] used mutation to enhance the diversity of solution
for their image matching problem. Wang et al. [159] incorporated harmony search to create
a hybridized AB algorithm for numerical function optimization. Gandomi et al. [42]
introduced chaos into AB algorithm to improve its global search ability. They proposed
four different variants of chaotic AB algorithm with thirteen different chaotic maps and
shown that some variants of chaotic AB algorithm can outperform standard AB algorithm.
5.3 Proposed Modified Artificial Bat Algorithm
The particle update procedure, after the neighborhood search, and loudness decrement
steps of the original AB algorithm are modified in the proposed MAB algorithm.
The wavelength λ is chosen to vary instead of frequency f . λ and f are related by the
following relation:
λ =
v
f
(5.6)
where v is the velocity increment. The wavelength λ is allowed to vary in accordance with
a maximum variance Vmax in each time step in each dimension.
If a particle is selected for neighborhood search and its likelihood value is improved
then its position is updated, contrary to the original algorithm where it is updated only if
this solution is better than the global best solution. As a result the particles will start to
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converge towards the optimal best solution which will improve the ‘degeneracy’ issue. The
values of Ai and ri are also updated if the particle’s solution improves.
Moreover, in the original algorithm the value of Ai is decreased at a constant rate α
if the solution improves, enhancing its probability to be selected for further modification.
However, in the proposed algorithm, this value is varied according to the quality of the
obtained solution:
At+1i = 0.35e
(0.9−Jk(i))Ati (5.7)
which clearly indicates that this factor will decrease abruptly if particle is in the vicinity
of the optimal solution enhancing its chance to be selected for further modifications, and
changes slowly if the improvement in the obtained solution is small. The pseudo code of
the proposed MAB algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Modified artificial Bat algorithm
1: Randomly initialize bat population xi and vi
2: Define pulse frequency fi for each bat xi
3: Initialize pulse emission rate ri and loudness Ai
4: repeat
5: for all bats i do
6: Generate new solutions using Equations 5.1-5.3
7: Evaluate fitness of updated bats
8: if rand > ri then Generate new solutions xˆi using Equation 5.4 and Evaluate
fitness;
9: if f(xˆi) < f(xi) then xi = xˆi and f(xi) = f(xˆi);
10: if f(xi) < f(gbest) then gbest = xi and
11: Modify Ai using Equation 5.7 and ri using Equation 5.5;
12: End for
13: Select the N best bats
14: until Stopping criteria
5.4 Experimental Results
5.4.1 Test Functions
Benchmark Test Suite
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, a selected set of standard bench-
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mark functions are used. The benchmark functions have diversified properties in terms of
modality, separability and valley landscape. The test suite considered in this work consists
of six standard benchmark functions. These functions are as follow:
Rosenbrock’s Function: also known as Rosenbrock’s Valley or Rosenbrock’s
Banana function. It is a continuous, differentiable, non-separable, unimodal function. Its
global minimum is located inside a long parabolic shaped flat valley. It is trivial to find
the valley but convergence to the global minimum is difficult. It is defined as:
f1(xi) =
d−1∑
i=1
100(xi+1 − x2i )2 + (x2i − 1)2 where− 15 ≤ xi ≤ 15 (5.8)
It has a global minimum at x∗ = (1, ..., 1) where the value of the function is f(x∗) = 0.
Griewank’s Function: is a continuous, differentiable, non-separable, multi-modal
function. It has many widespread local minima which increases with dimensionality. Its
aim is to test the recovery property of an optimization algorithm after failure. It is defined
as:
f2(xi) = −
d∏
i=1
cos(
xi√
i
) +
d∑
i=1
x2i
4000
+ 1 where− 600 ≤ xi ≤ 600 (5.9)
Its global minimum is located at x∗ = (0, ..., 0) and has a value f(x∗) = 0.
Sphere Function: is a continuous, differentiable, separable, unimodal function. It
has one global minima. It is of the form:
f3(xi) =
d∑
i=1
x2i where− 5.12 ≤ xi ≤ 5.12 (5.10)
It has a global minimum at x∗ = (0, ..., 0) where the value of the function is f(x∗) = 0.
Rastrigin’s Function: is a non-convex, non-linear, multi-modal function. This func-
tion is fairly difficult to optimize due to its large search space and existence of a large
number of local minima. These minima are induced by the addition of a cosine term to the
sphere function. Its overall shape is flatter than Ackley’s function which can complicate
the general convergence towards the global optimum. Rastrigin’s function is of the form:
f4(xi) = d× 10 +
d∑
i=1
(x2i − 10 cos(2pixi)) where− 15 ≤ xi ≤ 15 (5.11)
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It has a global minimum at x∗ = (0, ..., 0) where the value of the function is f(x∗) = 0.
Ackley’s Function: is a continuous, differentiable, non-separable, multi-modal func-
tion. This function is moderately difficult to solve due to a single funnel like shape.
Nevertheless, it has many local minima due to which a gradient based algorithm will trap
in any of these minima. An optimization algorithm searching a wider solution space will
achieve better results in this situation. It is of the form:
f5(xi) =
d−1∑
i=1
(20+e−20e−0.2
√
0.5(x2i+1+x
2
i )−e0.5(cos(2pixi+1)+cos(2pixi)) where−32 ≤ xi ≤ 32
(5.12)
Its global minimum is located at x∗ = (0, ..., 0) and the function value at this point is
f(x∗) = 0.
Schaffer’s F6 Function: has potential maxima that keeps on increasing as one gets
closer to the global minimum. The optimization algorithm needs to overcome these grad-
ually ascending peaks to reach the optimal solution. The Schaffer’s F6 function is:
f6(xi) = 0.5 +
sin2(
√
x2i + x
2
i+1)− 0.5
[1 + 0.001(x2i + x
2
i+1)]
2
where− 10 ≤ xi ≤ 10 (5.13)
Its global minimum is located at x∗ = (0, ..., 0) and the function value at this point is
f(x∗) = 0. The 2-dimensional form of each utilized benchmark test functions is shown in
Figure 5.2.
Test Results
These benchmark test functions are used to compare the performance of the original AB
algorithm and the proposed MAB algorithm. Since the dimensionality of the problem
greatly affects the obtained results, the two algorithms are tested for problem dimensions
of d = 10, d = 20 and d = 30. The size of the bat population is increased with dimension.
For a problem dimension d = 10, both original AB and MAB algorithms are initialized with
250 bats and 20 generations are used. The bat population is doubled when the dimension
is increased from d = 10 to d = 20 and tripled for dimension d = 30. Initial values of pulse
emission rate and loudness are set to r0 = 0.5 and A0 = 0.5 respectively for AB algorithm.
For MAB algorithm, pulse emission rate is the same as AB algorithm but loudness is varied
according to Equation 5.7. The obtained minimum function values are compared in terms
of best, mean and standard deviation measures in Table 5.1.
The results show that MAB algorithm has outperformed AB algorithm in all cases. The
improvement in results is due to the fact that local evaluations are utilized to guide the local
search. It is also noticed that, with the increase in dimension, the performance for both
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Figure 5.2: Benchmark test functions
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routines deteriorates. The required number of particles to solve these types of optimization
problems using population based optimization algorithms increases exponentially [87]. In
our experiments, a limited number of particles are used and are linearly increasing with
problem dimension but the built in exploration and enhanced exploitation characteristics of
MAB algorithm allows it to approach a solution of these problems with a limited population
of particles.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a MAB algorithm is proposed. AB algorithm is based on the echolocation
behavior of bats. It combines the advantages of PSO and Harmony Search (HS). Hence,
AB algorithm can be considered as a combination of PSO and local search. The population
update and local search mechanism of AB algorithm is modified in the proposed algorithm.
The performance of MAB algorithm is evaluated on a standard suite of benchmark opti-
mization problems. MAB algorithm has outperformed original AB algorithm for all the
test functions.
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Chapter 6
Differential Mutated Artificial
Immune System Algorithm
In this chapter, a bio-inspired Artificial Immune System (AIS) algorithm is proposed.
Section 6.1 provides a background on the natural immune system. It covers the main
actors involved in the immune system and how they work together to provide a defence
mechanism against invaders. Section 6.2, briefly describes the clonal selection theory which
is the basis of the AIS algorithm developed in this chapter. Section 6.3 depicts how the
natural immune system is modified to solve engineering optimization problems. Section 6.4
reviews some of the key developments in AIS research. Section 6.5 explains the proposed
differential evolution based AIS algorithm. Experimental results are given in Section 6.6.
The chapter is concluded in Section 6.7 with a discussion of the obtained results.
6.1 Natural Immune System
Immune mechanism is a powerful source of inspiration for the development of computa-
tional tools. Research interest in AIS field increased immensely among scientists, engineers
and mathematicians in the last decade [144]. The immune system is a defence system that
evolves to protect from harmful micro-organisms, such as bacteria, viruses and parasites,
collectively called pathogens. Immune system consists of cells, molecules and organs that
are capable of identifying and combating the exogenous infectious micro-organisms from
own body cells. The natural immune system and immune-inspired artificial systems are
generally understood to exhibit learning, memory, decentralization, distribution, collabo-
ration and imperfect recognition mechanisms.
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The natural immune system has a multi-layered architecture. Skin and the respiratory
system act as the first barrier against invaders. Saliva, sweat, tears and stomach acid
provides a physiological barrier as they contain destructive enzymes to counteract the
invaders. Innate and adaptive immune systems are the next two layers in this defence
scheme. These components are shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Human immune system response to pathogens [32]
Innate immunity provides a general defence against the pathogens. They are encoded in
the gene of the species and do not evolve. They have an inborn ability to recognize certain
microbes and immediately destroy them. The innate system also induces the expression
of co-stimulatory signals that activates the T-cells which initiates the adaptive immune
response. The adaptive immune system is directed towards specific antigens. It mainly
consists of lymphocytes, also called B-cells and T-cells. These immune agents are modified
by exposure to invaders. The innate and adaptive immune systems operate on different
time scales. The innate immune system initializes its action either immediately or within
a few minutes of antigen exposure. Whereas, the adaptive immune system takes days to
initiate a reaction. The combination of these two provide an effective immune system.
The tissues and organs that are part of the immune system are termed as lymphoid
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organs and are distributed throughout the body. Tonsils, adenoids, lymphatic vessels,
bone marrow, lymph nodes, thymus, spleen and appendix are part of the lymphoid organs.
A variety of immune cells are originated and matured in bone marrow. They are then
transformed to the patrolling tissues, circulating in the blood and lymphatic vessels. Some
of them provide general defence while others are trained to combat specific pathogens.
Upon activation, B-cells differentiate to produce plasma cells and secrete Antibodies (Ab)
in response of exogenous protein like bacteria, viruses and tumor cells. Each type of B-cell
produces a specific antibody. Each antibody binds to a particular protein, which serves as
a way to signal other cells to kill, ingest or remove the bounded substance. The T-cells
are matured within thymus. They regulate other cell actions and directly attack the host
infected cells.
How the Immune System Works?
This army of cells and molecules works together to target Antigens (Ag) which are foreign
molecules, bacterium or any other invader. Specialized antigen cells are present in the body
that ingest and digest the antigens and fragment them into antigenic peptides [100]. Pieces
of these peptides are joined to Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) molecules which
attach to the cell surface. T-cells have receptor molecules to recognize different peptide-
MHC combinations. T-cells, activated by this recognition, divide and secrete a chemical
signal, lymphokines, that mobilizes other components of the immune system. The B-cells,
that have receptor molecules for that specific signal, respond to these signals. B-cells
can also recognize the parts of the antigen in free solution without MHC molecules. The
activated B-cells divide and differentiate into plasma cells and secrete antibody proteins
which are a soluble form of receptors. These antibodies bind with antigen to neutralize
them or precipitate their destruction by complement enzymes or by scavenging cells. Some
T-cells and B-cells become memory cells to eliminate the same antigen, if found in future.
Since antibodies in B-cells undergo mutation and editing after repeated immunization,
their response improves and this phenomenon is termed as affinity maturation.
6.2 Clonal Selection Theory of Immunology
The body contains millions of lymphocytes with different specificities to form a repertoire
of individuals, called B-cell and T-cell. In adaptive immune response, this repertoire un-
dergoes a selection mechanism. This selection mechanism is based on the established clonal
selection theory proposed by Burnet [20] in 1959. It explains how an adequate number
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of lymphocytes are produced which are capable of recognizing a particular pathogen and
combating it.
The theory states that activation of lymphocytes occur when there is sufficient antigen
binding. The activated lymphocyte undergoes cloning, thus an expression of the original
lymphocyte takes place. The theory is based on four principles:
1. Each lymphocyte bears a single receptor with unique specificity.
2. Lymphocyte activation occurs when there is high affinity between lymphocyte and
antigen.
3. The activated lymphocyte under go differentiation and derived cells bear the same
specificity as parent.
4. Lymphocytes having receptors specific to host molecules are deleted.
Essentially, clonal selection theory is based on cloning and affinity maturation concept.
When the body is exposed to an antigen, the B-cells with the best binding or affinity to
the antigen proliferate by cloning. These cloned cells are called antibodies. The cells with
higher affinity to antigen survive. Some of the cells with higher affinity become memory
cells. The clonal selection mechanism is sketched in Figure 6.2.
6.3 Artificial Immune System
AIS algorithms are considered highly robust, adaptive, self-organized and inherently par-
allel structured [144]. It has powerful learning capabilities and depicts an evolutionary
response. It has the ability to escape the local optimum region through mutation and
strong local search capability through cloning. It also adds diversification by replacing the
worst performing individuals in the population.
In AIS terminology, the optimization problem to be solved is the antigen, generated
solutions are the antibodies, fitness value (objective function evaluation) is the affinity,
cloning is the reproduction of solutions, mutation is the random modification of solutions,
and receptor editing is the diversification of solutions.
In the AIS variant inspired by the clonal selection theory [32], a population of antibodies
(solutions) is randomly generated. On the basis of antigen affinity, N antibodies are
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Figure 6.2: Negative selection, proliferation and differentiation in clonal selection theory
[32]
selected using a selection criteria, such as elitism, roulette wheel or tournament selection.
These selected antibodies go through a cloning operation. The cloning process forms the
local search tool of the algorithm. The antibodies with higher affinity generate more clones.
Then a subset of the cloned antibodies undergoes hyper mutation or multiple mutation
and receptor editing or diversification operations. This diversification process forms the
basis of the global search mechanism of the algorithm. These operations lend them the
ability to escape local optima. The mutation rate is kept inversely proportional to antigen
affinity. Some of the best members are added to the memory cells. A percentage of the
worst members of the previous population of antibodies is replaced with some randomly
generated new solutions which will add diversity to the population. The block diagram in
Figure 6.3 depicts the major steps of the AIS algorithm.
6.4 Recent Research Contributions in AIS
A plethora of AIS models and techniques are reported in literature based on different im-
mune theories but this discussion is limited to algorithms imitating the clonal selection
theory. A clonal selection based algorithm, CLONALG, was proposed by de Castro et al.
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[32]. The algorithm randomly generates N solutions of the optimization problem. Best
antibodies go through cloning and mutation process to construct new candidate solutions.
These solutions are evaluated and a percentage of the best solutions is added to the pop-
ulation. Further, a percentage of worst antibodies are discarded and replaced with new
randomly created solutions.
Rouchen et al. [120] used immunity monoclonal and immunity polyclonal strategy
algorithms to develop their optimization scheme. They used it to solve multi-objective
optimization problem. Zuo et al. [108] used chaotic variables instead of cloning to perform
local search in their algorithm.
Garrett et al. [43] proposed a method for selecting the amount of mutation and the
number of clones in the original CLONALG algorithm. Rouchen et al. [82] proposed an
adaptive immune clonal strategy algorithm and evaluated its performance on benchmark
numerical optimization problems. It integrates local search with global search. The algo-
rithm dynamically assigns antibodies to the immune memory unit and antibody population,
on the basis of Ab-Ab and Ab-Ag affinities.
Yu et al. [171] introduced a learning operator to enhance the learning mechanism of
CLONALG. Cutello et al. [26] proposed an algorithm that included a cloning operator that
explores the neighborhood at each point in the search space. They have also introduced
an aging operator that removes oldest candidate solutions to introduce diversity and avoid
local minima. They have further developed an algorithm where real coded variables are
used and introduced a new hypermutation operator inversely proportional to affinity [27].
Gong et al. [47] used self-adaptive chaotic mutation. The proposed algorithm generates
initial antibody population and adopts the logistics chaotic sequence to introduce mutations
and hypermutation. They later proposed a differential evolution based clonal selection
algorithm which combines the clonal selection theory and differential evolution theory [48].
Dabrowski et al. [28] proposed a parallel clonal selection algorithm to solve a graph
coloring problem. It uses an island model where every processor works independently with
its own pool of antibodies to improve performance. Lu et al. [84] developed clonal chaos
adjustment algorithm for multimodal function optimization. It uses ergodic and dynamic
properties of a chaotic system to enhance global convergence and introduces a chaotic
search mechanism to improve search efficiency.
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6.5 Proposed Differential Mutated AIS Algorithm
In the proposed DM-AIS algorithm, a two stage mutation operation is specifically devised
to drive global and local search operations. The first stage of mutation is designed to
add more diversity to the population, thus, carry out a more through exploration of the
solution space. The second stage of mutation is geared towards local search. Differential
mutation operation is proposed to add variations to the two mutation stages. A parent
fitness based adaptive scalar mutation factor F is suggested that automatically switches
the search between global and local. Further, the variation among the clones is generated in
proportional to the maximum variance allowed in each time step in each problem dimension.
The cloning and mutation operations are carried out as follow.
Cloning Step
In strictly biological terms, cloning means creating an exact copy of an organism, cell or
DNA sequence. However, in evolutionary computation, clones are slightly variant species of
their parents. Antibodies are selected on the basis of their affinity for cloning process. The
Roulette wheel selection method is used here for parent antibodies selection. This method
gives a better chance of selection to the antibodies with greater affinity. However, with
this fitness proportionate selection, some weaker antibodies may also survive the selection
procedure. The selection of weak antibodies has some advantages, as some weak solutions
may include components useful in mutation step. The clones are expressed as:
xoffspring,lk = x
parent,i
k + α× Vmax (6.1)
where xparent,ik represents the i
th parent at time step k, and xoffspring,lk represents the l
th
offspring of the ith parent at time step k. The parameter α, controls the dispersion of the
offsprings from their parents and Vmax is the maximum variance allowed in each time step
in each dimension.
Mutation Step
In biological terms mutation means a sudden change in gene characteristics of a chromo-
some. In evolutionary computation field, it represents a random change or perturbation
of a solution. In differential mutation, a part of the Differential Evolution (DE) technique
[141, 140] used for continuous optimization problems, a weighted difference between two
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randomly selected individuals is the source of random variation. The offspring is obtained
by adding the mutant vector to the parent vector as:
xoffspring,ik = x
parent,i
k + F × (xjk − xmk ) (6.2)
The mutant vector is scaled by a scalar factor F , which typically lies in the interval [0.4−
1]. The process is graphically shown in Figure 6.4 for a simple 2-dimensional differential
mutation.
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Figure 6.4: Differential mutation scheme for 2-D antibodies [29]
An adaptation rule based on the fitness value of the selected parent is proposed to
determine the scale factor F . This method favors a strong local search, if the fitness value
is high, and on the contrary a global search, if the fitness value of the selected parent is
low. The fitness value of the parent antibody is weighted by an exponential function to
emphasis extreme values for exploitation and exploration as:
F = e−5×fitness (6.3)
Figure 6.5 shows how the factor F varies as the fitness value changes.
Furthermore, a primary and secondary mutation operations are proposed and different
mutation strategies are adapted for each of them. During primary mutation, antibodies
are selected randomly without considering fitness values. Here, the two antibodies, use to
generate a differential mutant are also randomly selected. This will enhance the probability
to search a larger solution space as more changes in the offsprings may occur. At this stage
a one-to-one competition between parent and offspring antibodies is used for survival. If
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the fitness value of the offspring is improved, then the parent is replaced by it, thereby
ensuring that the best performing individuals in a certain neighborhood in the search space
survive. This type of parent-offspring competition provides better diversity as compared to
ranking or tournament based selection, where the elites and their offsprings may dominate
the solution and give rise to the ‘degeneracy’ problem associated with generic PF.
Secondary mutation occurs as a part of the cloning process. Following cloning, The
Roulette wheel selection method is used to select a parent vector for mutation. The two
immediate neighbors of the selected clone are used for differential mutation of that clone. It
is evident that this scheme generally favors exploitation as the solution is based on nearest
neighbors.
To maintain a constant population size, antibodies are selected from the whole popula-
tion of antibodies. Some of the best antibodies are added to the memory bank to enrich it
for future instances. Some of the worst antibodies are discarded and replaced by randomly
generated antibodies to maintain the diversity of the solution.
The block diagram in Figure 6.6 delineates the steps involved in the proposed DM-AIS
algorithm and the pseudocode is given in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Differential mutated artificial immune system algorithm
1: Generate initial population of antibodies consisting of memory PM and present PR
2: Compute affinity
3: repeat
4: Select N1 antibodies randomly for mutation . Primary mutation
5: Perform primary mutation for the selected antibodies
6: Compute affinity and Select best among parent/offspring
7: Select N2 antibodies on affinity basis for cloning . Cloning
8: Clone the selected antibodies and Compute affinity
9: Select N3 antibodies from clones for mutation . Secondary mutation
10: Perform secondary mutation for the selected antibodies
11: Compute affinity
12: Add best antibodies to PM . Update of memory bank
13: Remove worst members of the antibodies pool
14: Add new random antibodies into the population
15: until Stopping criteria
6.6 Experimental Results: DM-AIS for Ball Tracking
To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed DM-AIS algorithm, a low-dimensional object
tracking problem, where video sequence of a ball bouncing on the surface of a table, is
a considered. The video is captured at 15 frames per second and each frame consists
of 240x320 pixels. A total of 60 frames are considered in this experiment. Background
subtraction is used to extract the ball position in the video frame. Then, the centroid of
this detected ball region is computed which is later used as the desired ball position. The
dynamics of the bouncing ball are described by a set of states xk. A constant velocity
temporal model is used to predict the ball position in the next video frame. The position
and velocities in x and y directions are the states of the system.
A generic PF algorithm with 250 particles and a PSO algorithm with 50 particles and
5-iterations of PSO run are used. For the DM-AIS algorithm, 25 antibodies are used in
the initial population, 5 antibodies are selected for primary mutation, and 5 antibodies are
selected for cloning and 30 clones are produced. From these 30-clones, 5 are selected for
secondary mutation. The DM-AIS algorithm is also run for 5 iterations. This setup make
an equal number of function evaluations, 250 function evaluations, for the three algorithms.
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The tracking results of this experimentation are listed in Table 6.1. It is clear that
the generic PF tracking results are inferior to the other two algorithms. The reason for
this poor performance is the absence of a local search mechanism in PF algorithm. The
performance of DM-AIS is the best, owing to the strong local search capability due to
cloning and secondary mutation step, and the existence of a global search ability due to
primary mutation, which is beneficial for locating the ball when its direction of motion
changes.
Selected frames are shown in Figure 6.7. These frames are selected as a change in
direction of vertical motion takes place, namely when the ball bounces off the table or when
it starts descending from the top of its bounce. Here, the red circles represent the observed
ball positions, obtained by background subtraction and the green circles represent the
predicted ball positions. It is also evident that DM-AIS is the most successful algorithm,
both the observed (red) and predicted (green) ball positions are superimposed on each
other for DM-AIS algorithm.
Table 6.1: Comparison of PF, PSO, DM-AIS MSE in ball tracking
Algorithm Particles Iterations Function Eval MSE/frame (in pixels)
PF 250 1 250 1.1925
PSO 50 5 250 0.4283
DM-AIS 25 5 250 0.0891
6.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, a new AIS based optimization algorithm, DM-AIS, is proposed. The
algorithm is based on two mutation operations. In primary mutation, the parent antibodies
and the two antibodies used to generate a differential mutant are randomly selected, thereby
driving the algorithm for exploration of the solution space. In secondary mutation, the
parent antibodies are selected from clones and nearest neighbors are utilized to generate
differential mutant vectors. This process is geared more towards local search. Furthermore,
the scalar mutation factor F is adaptively updated based on the parent fitness value. In this
way, if the fitness value is high, it automatically favors local search. On the other hand,
if the fitness is low, it spreads the mutated antibodies for global search. The proposed
optimization scheme is evaluated for a low-dimensional video tracking problem and shown
to outperform the other algorithms considered in this comparative study.
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PF PSO DM-AIS
Figure 6.7: Tracking a bouncing ball, Frame# 14, 19, 27, 31 and 38
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Chapter 7
A Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithm
Hybrid algorithms have become popular for solving complex and intricate problems. A
hybrid optimization algorithm based on PSO and AIS is proposed in this chapter. Sec-
tion 7.1 explains the reasons for hybridization. Section 7.2 investigates the strengths and
weaknesses of PSO and AIS algorithms used for hybridization. Section 7.3 gives literature
review of the state-of-the-art in the field of PSO-AIS hybridization. Section 7.4 describes
the proposed hybrid scheme. Section 7.5 is dedicated to experimental results and Section
7.6 discusses the obtained results.
7.1 Hybridization
Use of hybrid algorithms is a new and successful trend in optimization. The main motiva-
tion is to obtain a better performing algorithm that combines the advantages of individual
algorithms. Hybrid algorithms benefit from synergy. However, choosing an adequate com-
bination of component algorithms to achieve better overall performance in a particular
situation or problem is not trivial.
In particular, the hybridization of a population based metaheuristic with a local search
method is extensively explored for optimization [16]. Generally, at the start of an opti-
mization strategy, a global exploration of the search space is required to probe a wider
region for the perspective solution and later on successively drive to more promising re-
gions. The strength of the population based methods is their exploration capability. On
the other hand, local search strategies have the capability of searching for a better solu-
tion in the vicinity of a given starting solution. Therefore, population based methods can
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quickly identify promising areas in the search space then local search methods can quickly
determine the best solution within those areas. Such a synergistic use of population-based
exploration and local search-based exploitation sounds very promising.
Indeed, hybrid algorithms have been applied to solve a diverse set of problems in-
cluding medical image processing, engineering design problems, scheduling, data mining,
unconstrained optimization problems etc.
7.2 Rationale for PSO and AIS Hybridization
Both PSO and AIS are optimization techniques inspired by nature. There are plethora
of successful applications of both to solve numerical as well as real world optimization
problems. However, despite their common properties of robustness, learning, decentralized
and distributive nature neither of them is a panacea. Each of these algorithms has some
advantages which are useful for certain aspects of optimization.
PSO is based on information sharing among the particles and memory effect due to
retention of the most promising position of each particle. The most optimistic, global best,
particle transmit information to other particles. PSO is computationally very simple as
compared to evolutionary algorithms which are generally based on mutation, cloning and
crossover operations to create diversity. There are only a few parameters (inertial weight,
cognitive learning factor and social learning factor) that need to be tuned. It is based on
real coded problem parameters which are equal to the dimension of the problem. It has
also been demonstrated that PSO is faster and computationally less expensive than GA or
Simulated Annealing (SA) [147].
One of the main advantage of PSO, rapid convergence, can also be its main weakness,
as premature convergence to a suboptimal solution may stagnate the swarm without any
pressure to continue exploration. Low fitness level of particles can be a good indication of
stagnation. The PSO algorithm also has a poor local search ability. Due to random nature
of velocity update, PSO algorithm has found it difficult to converge to optimal solution as
the particles arrive in the vicinity of the optimal solution, hence shows slow convergence
in the refined search stage.
On the other hand, AIS is a self-organizing, self-learning highly robust optimization
algorithm. It does not require optimization of any system parameters. The strength of AIS
algorithm is its parallel search nature. In AIS algorithm, mutation and cloning are the two
aspects of exploration and exploitation. Mutation operation generates new solutions which
help the algorithm to avoid trapping in local minima and cloning operation lends strong
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local search ability and aids in searching for the optimal solution which aids algorithm’s
likely converge towards high quality solutions. However, the rate of convergence for AIS is
slow as compared to other evolutionary algorithms, such as GA. This can be the result of
the absence of crossover operation which is part of other evolutionary algorithms.
7.3 Recent Research Contributions
There are a number of successful hybridizations of PSO algorithm with ant colony opti-
mization, genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, differential evolution, tabu search, fuzzy
logic, gradient descent, Nelder Mead simplex method to name a few [147]. This dis-
cussion is limited to those key hybrid algorithms where PSO and AIS have been used
[45, 162, 85, 80, 46, 79, 164, 167].
Ge et al. [45] proposed an Immune Particle Swarm Optimization (IPSO) based on
receptor editing. The method works by editing the low affinity particles after each gener-
ation. The proposed algorithm was used to train HMMs, which were later integrated with
IPSO.
Wang et al. [162] used PSO algorithm to improve the antibodies before the cloning op-
eration. Later on, this hybrid algorithm was used for unidimensional and multidimensional
function optimization. Lv et al. [85] combined information diffusion and clonal selection to
achieve a diversified search mechanism in PSO and avoided being trapped in local optimal
solutions. Cheng-Jian et al. [80] employed PSO to improve the mutation scheme. The
mutation step is replaced by a single iteration of PSO. They claimed better performance
of their algorithm on synthetic and real data sets.
Ge et al. [46] proposed a hybrid of PSO and AIS algorithms for job shop scheduling
problem. In the PSO algorithm a novel concept for the distance and velocity of a particle
is presented to pave the way for the job shop scheduling problem and models of vaccination
and receptor editing are designed to improve the immune performance.
Li et al. [79] proposed immune simplex PSO algorithm for numerical optimization
problem. Orthogonality principle is used for even distribution of initial population. Then
cloning and mutation operations are applied and finally the velocities of particles are
modified, as they tend to become zero close to the optimal solution, by resetting the
position according to simplex principle.
Yap et al. [170] proposed a Hybrid AIS (HAIS) algorithm that attempts to combine
the good features of AIS and PSO in order to improve the convergence of AIS. The best
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half of the PSO population and a randomly initialized half of the population were used as
the initial antibodies of AIS algorithm. This whole set of antibodies is cloned and mutated
to search for the optimal solution.
Yu [164] proposed a hybrid algorithm using Artificial Immune Algorithm (AIA) and
PSO algorithm to solve unconstrained global optimization problems. Using an external
AIA, constriction coefficient, cognitive parameter and social parameter of PSO are opti-
mized. The internal PSO algorithm is then used to solve the optimization problem.
Qui [167] proposed an algorithm in which clonal selection and immune network theories
of artificial immune system are integrated with PSO. The clonal selection theory builds
up the framework of the system and immune network theory is applied to increase the
diversity of antibodies. Later on, a modified version of PSO is used to hypermutate the
antibodies to accelerate the search procedure.
7.4 Proposed Hybrid PSO-AIS Algorithm
In order to alleviate the drawbacks of both PSO and AIS algorithms a new hybrid algo-
rithm, PSO accelerated AIS (PSO-AIS) algorithm, is proposed. The proposed PSO-AIS
algorithm, initializes with PSO algorithm which runs for a few iterations to drive the swarm
towards the global best particle. These particles act as the initial population of antibodies
for the AIS algorithm which has a strong local search mechanism.
The AP-PSO algorithm described in Section 4.2.1 is used as the primary optimizer in
this work. This optimizer works as a global search algorithm and due to its fast initial
convergence property, quickly drives the particles towards the more promising regions of the
search space. It is chosen as a global explorer as it performs better than MAB algorithm,
the other global search algorithm developed in this work. The DM-AIS algorithm proposed
in Section 6.5 and depicted in Figure 6.6 is used to perform the local search. The proposed
algorithm involves a novel two stage mutation operation to improve the efficacy of the
AP-PSO optimized antibodies. The primary mutation is designed to improve the global
search capability, while the secondary mutation is designed as to be biased towards local
search. The block diagram in Figure 7.1 delineates the steps of this hybrid algorithm and
its pseudocode given in Algorithm 4.
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Figure 7.1: Block diagram of PSO-AIS algorithm
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Algorithm 4 Hybrid PSO-AIS algorithm
1: Randomly initialize xi and vi . AP-PSO Stage
2: Evaluate fitness f(xi)
3: Set pbest = xi and select gbest
4: repeat
5: for all particles i do
6: Update parameters w, c1 and c2 using Equations 4.3-4.5
7: Update Velocities and positions using Equations 4.1-4.2
8: Evaluate fitness of updated particles
9: if f(xi) < f(pbesti) then pbesti = xi;
10: if f(xi) < f(gbest) then gbest = xi;
11: Update xi and vi
12: End for
13: until Stopping criteria
. Final particles of AP-PSO stage act as initial antibodies for DM-AIS stage
14: repeat . DM-AIS Stage
15: Select N1 antibodies randomly for mutation . Primary mutation
16: Perform primary mutation for the selected antibodies
17: Compute affinity and Select best among parent/offspring
18: Select N2 antibodies on affinity basis for cloning . Cloning
19: Clone the selected antibodies and Compute affinity
20: Select N3 antibodies from clones for mutation . Secondary mutation
21: Perform secondary mutation for the selected antibodies
22: Compute affinity
23: Add best antibodies to PM . Update of memory bank
24: Remove worst members of the antibodies pool
25: Add new random antibodies into the population
26: until Stopping criteria
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7.5 Simulation and Experimental Results
The performance of the proposed PSO-AIS algorithm is compared with PF, APF and PSO
algorithms. Experiments are conducted to track the output of a non-stationary univariate
growth model and on a vehicle tracking problem where abrupt jumps in the output are
induced.
7.5.1 Univariate Growth Model
The univariate model is popular in economics. It is a non-stationary, highly non-linear
model and is also bimodal in nature. It is used for performance analysis of estimation
methods. It is defined as:
xk = c1 · xk−1 + c2 · xk−1
1− x2k−1
+ c3 · cos(1.2(k − 1)) + wk (7.1)
yk =
x2k
20
+ vk (7.2)
where wk ∼ N(0, σ2w) and vk ∼ N(0, σ2v) are mutually independent Gaussian noises, c1, c2
and c3 are the constants. The following values for the constants c1 = 1, c2 = 12, c3 = 7
and standard deviation of the noises σw = σv = 2 are used and the process is initialized at
x0 = 0.
A constant velocity model is used for predictions and initial populations of PSO and
PSO-AIS are randomly generated form the global best solution. PF is populated with 250
particles and PSO algorithm used 25 particles and 10 PSO iterations. PSO-AIS algorithm
is initialized with 20 particles. Five PSO iterations are used for PSO stage of this hybrid
algorithm. Later on, these particles act as the initial antibodies of the AIS stage where
5 antibodies each are selected for primary mutation stage and cloning. Cloning operation
produced 15 clones from which 5 were selected for secondary mutation. AIS stage of algo-
rithm also runs for 5 iterations. In total, PSO-AIS algorithm uses 250 function evaluations
like PF and PSO algorithms. The simulation is run for 100 time steps.
The results in Figure 7.2 show the tracking performance of a generic PF, PSO and
PSO-AIS algorithms. The tracking performance of the three algorithms is very similar
for the first 50 time steps. An abrupt state jump occurs at the time step k = 50. PF
lost the track after the state jump as no particles were projected in the proximity of the
jumped state. Whereas, in case of PSO, the track is initially lost after the state jump
but system was able to recover after an effort of few time steps. In contrast, the tracking
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performance of PSO-AIS remains good even after the state jump. Estimation errors for
the three algorithms are also depicted in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Estimation performance with state jump
7.5.2 Dynamic Vehicle System
In this experiment, a nearly constant speed turning vehicle is considered [67]. A constant
speed turn is a turn with a constant angular speed along a road of constant radius of
curvature. The angular rate is allowed to slightly vary. The discrete time model of the
dynamic vehicle system is given by the following set of equations:
xk =

1 sinωk−1T
ωk−1
0 1−cosωk−1T
ωk−1
0
0 cosωk−1T 0 − sinωk−1T 0
0 1−cosωk−1T
ωk−1
1 sinωk−1T
ωk−1
0
0 sinωk−1T 0 cosωk−1T 0
0 0 0 0 1
xk−1 +

T 2
2
0
T 0
0 T
2
2
0 T
0 0
wk +

0
0
0
0
1
uk (7.3)
zk =
[
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
]
xk + vk (7.4)
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where xk = {xk x˙k yk y˙k ωk}T represents the state vector. xk and x˙k represent the x-axis
distance and velocity respectively, yk and y˙k represent the y-axis distance and velocity
respectively, and ωk is the turn rate of the vehicle at time step k, wk ∼ N(0, Q) and vk ∼
N(0, R) are mutually independent Gaussian noises, uk is a control input to the turning
rate which is considered zero here, T is the discrete time interval when the observations
are taken and zk is a measurement vector. Q and R are the noise covariance matrices with
diagonal covariance coefficients of 12 and 0.12 respectively.
A missing measurement effect is induced at time step k = 50 during which vehicle
moves faster. The simulation results of a particular run are given in Figure 7.3. Top plot
shows the x-axis position and bottom plot gives the y-axis position of the target vehicle
produced by the three filtering methods. For PF, the target vehicle is completely lost after
measurements become available again, whereas, PSO algorithm has taken some time to
recover. In contrast, the PSO-AIS has shown good tracking performance even after this
connection loss. Estimation errors are also plotted in Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Error in estimating x-axis and y-axis position
7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a hybrid algorithm based on PSO and AIS is proposed to avoid the degen-
eracy issue of generic PF. The diversity to search the whole solution space is improved by
AIS addition and the PSO improves the initial convergence towards the optimal solution.
The algorithm is based on a two stage mutation operation to have a more through explo-
ration of the solution space. This sort of strategy results in improved performance when
the target states vary fast or jump abruptly. The simulation results have demonstrated
an improved performance of the proposed PSO-AIS algorithm for abruptly varying state
estimation problems.
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Chapter 8
Performance Analysis of the
Proposed Algorithms
In this chapter, a comprehensive performance analysis of the proposed algorithms in terms
of scalability, accuracy, precision, recovery and time complexity is investigated. Section 8.1
compares the scalability of the proposed algorithms using a benchmark test function. Sec-
tion 8.2 describes and compares the quantitative performance of the proposed algorithms
for whole body human tracking problem. Section 8.3 elaborates the ability of the proposed
algorithms to recover from accumulation of error as well as catastrophic failures. Section
8.4 describes the tests of means and variances to statistically compare the performance of
different optimization algorithms considered in this study. Section 8.5 presents the time
complexity and run-time complexity of the proposed algorithms. Section 8.6 concludes this
chapter with a discussion of the obtained results.
8.1 Preliminary Analysis of the Proposed Algorithms
In this preliminary study, the Rosenbrock banana function, described in Section 5.4, is
used. Its global minimum, f(x∗) = 0, is located inside a long flat valley which is not
trivial to find unless the optimization algorithm has strong local search characteristics. In
this way, it resembles to the whole body tracking problem which also requires strong local
search ability to refine the pose proposals.
In order to evaluate the scalability of the proposed algorithms, optimization experiments
are run with increasing problem dimension. The problem dimension is varied from 2 to
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10. An initial population of 20 particles is used and 1000 iterations of optimization runs
are carried out. All the optimization algorithms are setup in such a way that about 30,000
function evaluations are performed for each algorithm. The optimization results are listed
in Table 8.1 (where  is the Matlab’s machine precision error) and plotted in Figure 8.1.
From the obtained results it is clear that for all the four algorithms, the optimization
performance deteriorates with increasing problem dimension, as the divergence from the
optimal value, f(x∗) = 0, increases. It is also observed that the optimized function value
of the DM-AIS algorithm is closet to the optimal value among the considered algorithms.
This is due to the strong local search characteristics of the DM-AIS algorithm.
Table 8.1: Optimization performance of the proposed algorithms
Dim.
Optimization algorithm
AP-PSO MAB DM-AIS PSO-AIS
2  8.8276× 10−11  
3  3.0535× 10−8  
4 1.7821× 10−14 5.5086× 10−7 3.3634× 10−11 2.8259× 10−11
5 2.8037× 10−7 1.3917× 10−6 1.0216× 10−7 9.8721× 10−8
6 3.9794× 10−6 3.8633× 10−6 1.2952× 10−7 5.8731× 10−6
7 1.8157× 10−5 6.0654× 10−5 2.5689× 10−6 3.2189× 10−5
8 3.3444× 10−4 1.2237× 10−4 7.4609× 10−6 1.0059× 10−4
9 7.0548× 10−4 9.6422× 10−4 9.2773× 10−5 5.4497× 10−4
10 6.3217× 10−3 7.3168× 10−3 5.6231× 10−4 5.8133× 10−3
DM-AIS algorithm is further used to investigate the effect of the number of func-
tion evaluations on the attained optimal value and is compared with generic PF. A 5-
dimensional Rosenbrock banana function is evaluated for different number of function
evaluations and results are listed in Table 8.2 and plotted in Figure 8.2. It is clear from
the results that the performance of DM-AIS algorithm improves with the increase in num-
ber of function evaluations as the divergence from theoretical optimal value decreases and
that it outperforms generic PF. A linear curve is also fitted to the DM-AIS performance re-
sults which suggests that the performance of DM-AIS algorithm follows an approximately
exponential trend with the increasing number of function evaluations. Further, the slope
of the curve indicates that this improvement is rapid with increase in function evaluations
for DM-AIS algorithm compared to generic PF.
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Table 8.2: Optimization performance with increasing function evaluations
Function Evaluations PF DM-AIS
4000 1.6213× 103 7.1733× 10−2
6000 1.2529× 103 1.1632× 10−3
8000 900.4714 2.799× 10−4
10000 650.1888 7.7257× 10−5
12000 603.2917 2.1139× 10−6
14000 560.0270 3.4507× 10−6
16000 510.3718 8.6309× 10−7
18000 454.6889 8.1311× 10−7
20000 382.1749 4.0487× 10−7
8.2 Quantitative Performance Analysis: Whole Body
Human Tracking
In these experiments, Lee Walk and HumanEva II data sets are used, as they are more
frequently reported data sets in AHT research literature. Lee Walk, like HumanEva I,
shows the imperfect ground truth data due to software synchronization of motion capture
and video capture systems (evident by results in Figure 8.4). HumanEva II data set is used
because of its accuracy of motion capture data, as the data set is acquired using a latest
Vicon MX System with twelve 1.3 M-pixel cameras. Moreover, hardware synchronization
of video and motion capture systems is used, which results in better temporal scaling and
offset.
In HumanEva data set, Lee Walk sequence, where a person walking in a circle in front
of a multi-camera setup, is considered [132]. A total of 150 frames are analyzed. In the first
frame, the human model is initialized using ground truth motion capture data. The sizes
of the body segments are predefined. Statistical background subtraction with a Gaussian
mixture model is used to extract the object of interest. The Brown University computa-
tional framework [132] is used to compare the performance of various tracking algorithms:
PF, APF, PSO, AP-PSO, MAB, DM-AIS and PSO-AIS. The optimized parameters for
each algorithm are utilized.
In another set of experiments, two video sequences, S2 and S4, from HumanEva-II data
set are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms. The human model
used in this case has 40-states. It augmented the model described in Section 3.3 with one
additional degree of freedom for each of the elbow, knee and torso joints and 1-degree of
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freedom for the added wrist and ankle joints, that makes a total addition of 9-states.
The predictions for the next frame (xti−) at time t are made using a temporal model.
A zero velocity motion model xti− = x
t−1
i +  is used to predict the joint angles, states of
the system, at time t. The noise  is drawn form a Gaussian distribution whose standard
deviation is equal to the maximum inter-frame joint angle difference. It accounts for model
uncertainties and produces a random velocity effect. The biomechanical constraints are
used as hard priors to constrain the search space and avoid implausible human poses. Any
particle exceeding the joint angle limits is discarded and randomly initialized for the next
frame/iteration.
The 3D error between the predicted and the ground truth human pose is computed
following the procedure in [12]. Virtual markers (m = 15 ∈M) are placed on the joints of
the subject. For each particle xti, the human pose error ehuman(x
t
i, τ
t) is computed as the
average distance between the virtual markers placed on the predicted human pose xti, and
those placed on the true pose τ t as:
ehuman(x
t
i, τ
t) =
∑
m∈M ‖m(xti)−m(τ t)‖
|M | (8.1)
where m(xti) is the 3D location of marker m for the predicted pose and m(τ
t) is the location
of the marker on the true pose.
The number of fitness evaluations was fixed to 2500 for all the considered algorithms
to achieve a fair evaluation of algorithm performance. To maintain this constant number
of function evaluations, PF was initialized with 2500-particles, APF was initialized with
500-particles and 5-annealing layers were used. AP-PSO was initialized with 500-particles
and 5-iterations of PSO run were used.
Similarly, for MAB algorithm, 300 particles with 5 iterations were used. It was observed
that a further 50−60 % of the original particles were selected for the neighborhood search.
This makes the total number of function evaluations approximately equal to that of the
other considered algorithms.
For DM-AIS algorithm, 250 antibodies make the initial population and 50 antibodies
each were selected for primary mutation and cloning. Cloning setup generates 300 clones
of which 50 were selected for the secondary mutation. DM-AIS algorithm was run for
5 optimization cycles for each video frame. This way the whole DM-AIS setup was also
resulted in 2500 function evaluations per frame.
PSO-AIS algorithm was initialized with 200 particles and 5 iterations were used for
PSO stage of hybridization. These particles were then used as the initial antibodies for the
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AIS stage where 50 antibodies were selected for cloning and primary mutation. A total of
150 clones were produced from them 50 were selected for secondary mutation stage. This
way the whole AIS setup resulted in 300 function evaluations for each iteration. A total
of 5 AIS iterations were considered to make equal likelihood evaluations, 2500 function
evaluations, across all the considered algorithms.
The tracking performance in terms of mean and standard deviation is also compared
with Partitioned Sampled Annealed Particle Filter (PSAPF) [13] and HPSO [61] results.
Both these methods do a hierarchical decomposition of the state space and then sequentially
estimate body parts and eventually the whole pose. PSAPF uses APF for hierarchial search
while HPSO uses PSO for this hierarchical pose estimation.
The Most Likely/Appropriate Pose (MAP) error is evaluated for each frame using
Equation 8.1 to quantitatively compare the tracking performance in terms of mean and
standard deviation of error. The errors at each frame are combined to compute the overall
error of the sequence as:
EOverall =
1
K
K∑
k=1
ek(x
k
i , τ
k) (8.2)
where K is the total number of frames used in an experiment.
All these experiments are highly stochastic in nature and produce different results for
different runs for the same configuration of parameters. So, each experiment is run 5
times for each of the video sequences to get a measure of the performance consistency and
repeatability and the resultant mean error along with the standard deviations are listed
in Table 8.3. The table shows the mean value of MAP error over the 150 frames for Lee
Walk (Sequence S5). For HumanEva II subjects, S2 and S4, 200 frames are considered for
analysis. The results indicate that DM-AIS algorithm has performed the best in terms of
mean error and standard deviation measures among the considered tracking algorithms for
all the considered sequences.
Figure 8.3, shows the tracking performance of the considered algorithms for a specific
run in terms of MAP error for Lee Walk (Sequence S5). It can be seen that the performance
of PF is inferior to the other considered algorithms. In fact, the error builds up in this run
and tracking progressively diverges. This is due to the lack of a local search mechanism
in PF framework. It can also be noticed that the errors of first few frames are small,
the reason for this is the use of ground truth data for initialization in the first frame.
The MAP error scores suggest that the proposed algorithms performed better than the
other considered algorithms. DM-AIS has produced the best performance which can be
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Table 8.3: Comparison of MAP error/frame (in mm)
Algorithm Function Eval. S2 S4 S5
PF 2500 93.69± 13.81 86.6± 7.11 57.144± 19.639
APF 2500 71.14± 5.39 60.15± 3.13 43.433± 9.284
PSAPF [61] 7200 - - 48.1± 12.8
HPSO [61] 7200 - - 46.5± 8.48
AP-PSO 2500 69.64± 6.21 58.83± 3.88 39.87± 7.201
MAB 2500 70.25± 7.03 58.91± 5.17 40.87± 8.001
DM-AIS 2500 67.85± 6.01 56.64± 3.61 37.81± 4.883
PSO-AIS 2500 69.13± 6.83 58.19± 4.89 38.97± 6.239
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of MAP error of various algorithms for Lee Walk Sequence S5
attributed to its strong local search ability due to cloning and further enhanced local and
global search abilities imparted by primary and secondary adaptive differential mutation
operation.
Occasional spikes in error are noticed in frame-to-frame error plots in Figure 8.3. Self-
occlusion is the driving reason for these fluctuations in measurement error. There are
instances in the video sequence where body parts are overlapping each other in such a way
that it is difficult to distinguish them and are hence erroneously detected. In this situation
it is difficult for the image likelihood models, silhouette and edge likelihoods, used in this
study to identify the limbs. This occlusion occurs frequently in upper body tracking as the
arms and torso overlap. The situation is more detrimental for silhouette likelihood which
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effectively does not have the capability to model the internal structure.
The tracking images for selected frames for a run of PF, APF, PSO and AP-PSO are
shown in Figure 8.4. Here again, the PSO algorithm is initialized with 500 particles and
5 iterations were used resulting in 2500 function evaluations. The optimized parameters
for PSO were used. In this figure, the black cylindrical model represents ground truth
pose and the colored cylindrical model represents the estimated pose. It is noticed that
some of the error is due to the poor image observations and incorrect ground truth data.
Such as, in Frame# 60, it is hard to distinguish the left leg from the background. A close
examination indicates that the estimated leg position is closer than the provided ground
truth leg position. This situation is also obvious in Frame# 75, where estimated left leg
and left arm are more coinciding with the image observations than the ground truth pose.
Similarly, in the last frame, Frame#150, the head is erroneously marked by the ground
truth data. It is also observed that APF, PSO and AP-PSO were able to recover after the
loss of tracking as can be seen by comparing results for Frame# 90 & 105.
The mean and standard deviation of the error for sequences S2 and S4 are also listed
in Tables 8.3. The comparative frame-to-frame mean error tracking performance is also
plotted in Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6 for HumanEva II sequences S2 and S4 respectively.
The mean and standard deviation results show improved performance of the proposed
algorithms over generic PF. The performance difference between the proposed algorithms
and APF is not obvious, since the difference between their overall errors are within the
standard deviation. A cyclic variation of error is observed in the results. The reason for
this is self-occlusion, which occurs frequently due to articulated nature of motion of the
human limbs. In this situation employed likelihood functions are not able to model the
internal structure.
The required number of particles to search the whole solution space grows exponentially
for PF algorithm [87]. In case of the proposed algorithms, which are based on exploration
and exploitation, the requirement for the number of particles is reduced. This is one of
the reasons for the good tracking performance of the proposed algorithms. Some of the
tracking frames for AP-PSO tracking are shown in Figure 8.7 and 8.8 for sequences S2 and
S4 respectively.
It is observed that more error occurs in upper body tracking than the lower limbs.
The reason for this could be the higher rate of motion of upper body compared to the
load bearing lower limbs. A more robust and computationally efficient image likelihood
model which is less susceptible to background and lighting conditions is likely to improve
the performance of the tracking framework. Moreover, in this study cylinders are used to
represent the human limbs. It is reasonable to expect that a more realistic body model
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of PF (1st row), APF (2nd row), PSO (3rd row) and AP-PSO (4th
row) tracking performance
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of MAP error of various algorithms for HumanEva II Sequence S2
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of MAP error of various algorithms for HumanEva II Sequence S4
can result in better tracking performance.
Although the video sequences used in this study are generally free of occlusions as they
are captured in laboratory settings but strong illumination poses some challenges, such
as shadows can confuse the background subtraction algorithm. Edge likelihood measures
may suffer due to these illumination effects and may result in spurious edges which can
deteriorate the tracking performance.
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Frame#157 Frame#196
Figure 8.7: Tracking of S2 using AP-PSO with 500 particles and 5 PSO iterations
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Figure 8.8: Tracking results of S4 using AP-PSO with 500 particles and 5 PSO iterations
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8.2.1 Effect of Population Size on Tracking Performance
Experiments are also run with different numbers of AP-PSO and MAB populations. The
MAP error results are listed in Table 8.4 for an average of 5-runs for all 150 frames. Table
8.4 shows that the mean and standard deviation of MAP error decreases with the increase
in population. Further, the MAP error is decreasing almost linearly as depicted in Figure
8.9. The frame-to-frame MAP error for a specific run is also shown in Figure 8.10 and 8.11
for AP-PSO and MAB algorithms respectively. It confirms that the error remains bounded
as the number of particles decrease and the amount of deviations from the ground truth
values decrease on average as the number of particles increase.
Table 8.4: Comparison of different AP-PSO and MAB configurations
Population
MAP error/frame (in mm)
AP-PSO MAB
100 43.547± 9.327 42.743± 9.567
300 41.31± 8.352 40.87± 8.001
500 39.87± 7.201 39.14± 7.826
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Figure 8.9: Change in MAP error with increase in population size
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Figure 8.10: Comparison of MAP error for three AP-PSO population sizes
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Figure 8.11: Comparison of MAP error for three MAB population sizes
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8.3 Recovery Characteristic of the Proposed Algo-
rithms
The performance of the proposed algorithms is also tested to evaluate their recovery char-
acteristics. This attribute is useful in situations where a sudden change in motion type, a
loss of image data or other catastrophic or algorithmic failures, which results in a growth
of MAP error, occurs. It may even help to reduce the effect of the accumulation of error
which results in progressive deterioration of tracking performance and eventual failure.
A long sequence from HumanEva II dataset (Subject S2), consisting of 1200 frames,
is considered in this experiment. The sequence consists of three different motion types:
walking, jogging and balancing. Each of these activities require a distinct action model for
optimal tracking performance. Instead, a general action model is considered throughout
this experiment. In the beginning of the sequence, the subject is walking in a circle resulting
in frequent overlapping of body parts which may not be observable by any of the 4-cameras
used in observation and results in self-occlusion. At Frame#375, the subject starts to jog
in the same circular path. The jogging phase continues till Frame#750, where the subject
starts to balance himself on one leg alternating between the left and right legs and this
continues till the end of the sequence.
In this experiment, the number of likelihood evaluations are kept constant to obtain
a fair comparison of performance across all the proposed optimization algorithms. Initial
population and number of optimization iterations for PF, APF, AP-PSO, MAB, DM-AIS
and PSO-AIS are selected in such a manner that each results in 2500 likelihood evaluations
per frame. Due to the stochastic nature of the experiment, it was repeated five times to
get a measure of performance accuracy and repeatability. The results are listed in Table
8.5 in terms of mean tracking error and corresponding standard deviation per frame for
each motion type and for the overall sequence for each of the considered set of optimiza-
tion algorithms. A plot of the frame-to-frame mean error measure for each algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 8.12.
The mean tracking error performance of PF is significantly worse than the other al-
gorithms. Initially, PF tracking performance deteriorates progressively with increasing
number of frames due to accumulation of error during walking phase. A change in motion
pattern, from walking to jogging, results in abrupt deterioration of PF tracking perfor-
mance. This divergence continues to effect its performance during the balancing phase
as well. PF fails to recover from both progressive and catastrophic error growth. This
lack of recovery, due to error accumulation or catastrophic failure, can be linked to the
‘degeneracy’ challenge of PF which results in loss of the diversity of solution space search.
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Table 8.5: MAP error comparison for HumanEva II Sequence S2
Algorithm
MAP error/frame (in mm)
Walk Jog Balance Overall
PF 102.03± 13.93 177.58± 27.52 243.96± 45.93 181.49± 29.67
APF 75.80± 5.46 85.44± 5.91 86.22± 5.61 82.72± 5.57
AP-PSO 68.16± 6.33 78.86± 6.81 76.65± 6.19 74.69± 6.42
MAB 70.92± 6.89 80.28± 7.55 78.99± 6.29 76.87± 6.74
DM-AIS 65.11± 5.51 74.66± 5.47 72.24± 5.11 70.77± 5.26
PSO-AIS 66.55± 5.67 77.27± 5.33 75.06± 5.29 73.09± 5.42
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Figure 8.12: MAP error comparison of various algorithms for a multi-activity sequence
On the other hand, among the considered algorithms, DM-AIS results in the least
mean error and standard deviation due to its good local search ability for all motion types.
The performance of the proposed algorithms and APF also deteriorates during the jogging
phase but to a lesser extent compared to PF. Further, it is noted that the performance is
improved during the balancing phase again which depicts recovery characteristics of the
proposed algorithms. The improved performance is a result of less self-occlusions during
the balancing phase due to the motion type and positioning of the subject with respect
to the four used cameras. It also indicates that the proposed optimization algorithms are
insensitive to accumulation of error.
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8.4 Statistical Analysis of Performance
A formal analysis of accuracy and reliability of the proposed algorithms in comparison to
four published algorithms [12, 36, 61, 129] is performed using hypothesis testing techniques
[93]. ANOVA and t-test are performed to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed algorithms
and F-test is performed to compare the reliability of the proposed algorithms [93]. The
data, means µ and standard deviations σ, for these statistical comparisons are obtained
from Table 8.3 for subject S5.
The null hypothesis considered for t-test asserts that the two means are equal. A right-
handed t-test is performed with a significance level of α = 0.05 which gives a rejection
threshold of 1.86. The t-statistics of the pairwise comparison of the means is listed in
Table 8.6.
Table 8.6: Pairwise multiple t-test statistics
Algorithm PF APF PSAPF HPSO AP-PSO MAB DM-AIS PSO-AIS
PF - 1.4114 0.8627 1.1126 1.8466 1.716 2.1363 1.9721
APF - - 0.66 0.5454 0.6781 0.4676 1.1986 0.8922
PSAPF - - - 0.233 1.253 1.071 1.6795 1.4337
HPSO - - - - 1.3326 1.0798 1.9858 1.5993
AP-PSO - - - - - 0.2077 0.5294 0.2112
MAB - - - - - - 0.73 0.4187
DM-AIS - - - - - - - 0.3353
PSO-AIS - - - - - - - -
The comparison of mean of PF with the means of the proposed algorithms provide
sufficient evidence, at α = 0.05, to conclude that the means are different. A t-test statistic
of zero indicates the means are identical. Any departure from zero indicates that means
differ, with a larger value indicating a greater spread. With the relaxation in level of
significance, it can be concluded that the means of the proposed algorithms significantly
differ from the means of PF, PSAPF and HPSO.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) test is also performed to compare the difference between
group means. ANOVA statistic is a ratio of variability among/between the sample means
and variability around/within the distribution. If the variability between the sample means
(distance between overall mean) is relatively large compared to the variance within the
samples (internal spread), the ratio will be much larger than 1. This indicates that the
samples most likely did not come from a common population; thereby rejecting the null
hypothesis which states that the means are equal.
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For ANONA comparison, five different groups are formed. The first four groups contain
one of the published algorithm [12, 36, 61, 129] and the 3-best performing (AP-PSO, DM-
AIS and PSO-AIS) of the proposed algorithms. The last group contains all four proposed
algorithms. ANOVA comparison results are given in Table 8.7.
Table 8.7: ANOVA comparison statistics
Algorithm ANOVA Statistic
PF+3-best 3.3609
APF+3-best 0.5862
PSAPF+3-best 1.5763
HPSO+3-best 1.6313
MAB+3-best 0.1901
ANOVA comparison among PF and 3-best proposed algorithms provides sufficient ev-
idence at α = 0.05, rejection region threshold is at 3.24, to conclude that at least two
algorithm means differ. ANOVA result of the comparison of the four proposed algorithms
gives a smaller score suggesting that the means are similar. On these basis, it can be
concluded that the difference between algorithm means of ANOVA comparison among PF
and 3-best proposed algorithms is the result of PF mean.
Similarly, if we increase the level of significance, α = 0.25 which results in a rejection
threshold of 1.5, it can be concluded that the means of the other considered algorithms
also differ from the proposed algorithms except APF.
F-test is used for the analysis of variance. Again, the null hypothesis asserts equal
variances. A level of significance α = 0.05 gives a rejection threshold of 6.39. The F-test
statistics are listed in Table 8.8.
Comparison of variance of PF with proposed algorithms provides sufficient evidence,
at α = 0.05, that the proposed algorithms have smaller variances which implies to their
higher reliability or robustness. It is further noted that an F-test statistic of one indicates
that the variances are similar. A value larger than one indicates a mismatch of variances
with larger value indicating more difference. Relaxing the level of significance to α = 0.25
results in a rejection threshold of 2.06. It indicates that variances of DM-AIS and PSO-AIS
are smaller than APF. Similarly, variance of DM-AIS is smaller than HPSO and variances
of all the proposed algorithms are smaller than PSAPF.
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Table 8.8: Pairwise multiple F-test statistics
Algorithm PF APF PSAPF HPSO AP-PSO MAB DM-AIS PSO-AIS
PF - 4.4747 2.3541 5.3635 7.4379 6.0249 16.1758 9.9085
APF - - 1.9009 1.1986 1.6622 1.3464 3.6149 2.2143
PSAPF - - - 2.2784 3.1596 2.5594 6.8714 4.2091
HPSO - - - - 1.3868 1.1233 3.0159 1.8474
AP-PSO - - - - - 1.2345 2.1748 1.3322
MAB - - - - - - 2.6848 1.6446
DM-AIS - - - - - - - 1.5098
PSO-AIS - - - - - - - -
8.5 Time Complexity of the Proposed Algorithms
A formal time complexity analysis of the proposed algorithms is carried out in this section.
Time complexity is a description of the asymptotic behavior of running time as input
size tends to infinity. It gives an upper limit on the growth of a function as the system
size increases. It does not depend on the implementation details, such as programming
language, quality of compiler or speed of the computer.
In our analysis, n is the number of particles and m is the number of iterations used
by the optimization algorithm. For PSO-AIS algorithm, we consider m = m1 +m2; where
m1 is the number of iterations for the PSO and m2 is the number of iterations for the AIS
parts of the hybrid algorithm. The number of operations used to find fitness value of a
single particle is represented by α and it depends on the cost function. The results of time
complexity analysis are listed in Table 8.9.
The rows marked Init. in Table 8.9 give the number of operations required for ini-
tialization, the rows marked Loop give the number of operations required inside the loop
for a single iteration and the rows marked Total give the total number of operations used
by the optimization algorithm. The last column gives the asymptotic time complexity of
the algorithm. The analysis suggests that the complexity of all the proposed optimization
algorithms is on the order of the product of the input size and the number of optimization
iterations.
Run-time complexity of the proposed algorithms is also measured using a five dimen-
sional Rosenbrock function. Both the number of inputs and the number of optimization
iterations are varied and the results are depicted in Table 8.10. The results are in accor-
dance with the theoretical findings of Table 8.9, that is, the execution time approximately
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Table 8.9: Time complexity of the proposed algorithms
Algorithm Step Operations Complexity
AP-PSO
Init. 2 + 3n+ α · n
O(m× n)Loop 29n+ α · n+ 1
Total (2 + 3n+ α · n) +m(29n+ α · n+ 1) + 1
MAB
Init. 4n+ α · n
O(m× n)Loop 23n+ 2α · n+ 1
Total (4n+ α · n) +m(23n+ 2α · n+ 1) + 1
DM-AIS
Init. 2n+ α · n
O(m× n)Loop 13n+ 3α · n+ 1
Total (2n+ α · n) +m(13n+ 3α · n+ 1) + 1
PSO-AIS
Init. 2 + 3n+ α · n
O(m× n)Loop (29n+ α · n+ 1) + (13n+ 3α · n+ 1)
Total (2+3n+α·n)+m1(29n+α·n+1)+m2(13n+
3α · n+ 1) + 1
doubles as the number of inputs double. It also doubles as the number of optimization
iterations become twofold.
Table 8.10: Run-time complexity of the proposed algorithms (input x iterations)
Algorithm
Execution time in seconds
20× 500 40× 500 40× 1000 80× 2000 160× 4000
AP-PSO 0.3357 0.6639 1.2835 5.2159 20.9936
MAB 0.4329 0.8581 1.6905 6.6718 27.0891
DM-AIS 0.3491 0.6877 1.3686 5.4401 21.6734
PSO-AIS 0.3473 0.6911 1.3615 5.4284 21.6755
Run-time of the proposed algorithms are also computed with increasing problem di-
mension. An average run-time of 25 executions of each algorithm for each dimension is
recorded in Table 8.11. Linear and exponential curves are fitted to these run-time re-
sults and are shown in Figure 8.13. The resultant coefficients are tabulated in Table 8.12.
The coefficients b and A represent the initial cost incurred and the coefficients a and λ
represent the run-time complexity. The results indicate that run-time increases with prob-
lem dimension. It can be seen that AP-PSO is least run-time complex followed by MAB
which is followed by PSO-AIS. DM-AIS is the most run-time complex among the proposed
algorithms as problem dimension increases.
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Table 8.11: Run-Time of the proposed algorithms with increasing problem dimension
Algorithm
Execution time in seconds with problem dimension
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
AP-PSO 0.3388 0.3491 0.3504 0.3506 0.3533 0.3591 0.3630 0.3741
MAB 0.4277 0.4371 0.4319 0.4361 0.4431 0.4425 0.4626 0.4744
DM-AIS 0.3529 0.3634 0.3561 0.3778 0.3654 0.3913 0.3993 0.4009
PSO-AIS 0.3454 0.3510 0.3521 0.3564 0.3602 0.3741 0.3826 0.3862
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Figure 8.13: Linear and exponential curve fitted to increasing dimension run-time
8.5.1 Time Complexity for AHT
The current Matlab implementation of the proposed optimization algorithms with 500
particles and 5 iterations, a total of 2500 function evaluations, takes about 65 seconds per
frame on a 2.2 GHz Core 2 Duo CPU equipped with 4 GB of RAM for Lee Walk sequence
(S5).
Tracking framework uses silhouettes and edges as the observations. There is no simple
detector that can give silhouette and edges directly from the image observations. Therefore,
low level image processing is required to collect these image features which is computa-
tionally expensive. In generative approaches, the time taken by the tracking algorithm
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Table 8.12: Resultant coefficients of line and exponential fit
Algorithm
Line Fit Exponential Fit
f(x) = ax+ b f(x) = Aeλx
a b A λ
AP-PSO 0.0008 0.3365 0.3366 0.0023
MAB 0.0012 0.4180 0.4183 0.0027
DM-AIS 0.0014 0.3433 0.3442 0.0039
PSO-AIS 0.0012 0.3360 0.3366 0.0034
(proposed metaheuristic optimization algorithms in our case) is dominated by the number
of likelihood evaluations. In our simulations, this computational cost is incurred by the
2500 likelihood evaluations per frame for each of the four cameras in use. Each of the 2500
particles used, generate a 3D proposal pose that needs to be projected onto the image plane
in the form of cylinders. From these projected poses the silhouette and edge statistics are
collected for likelihood computation.
As far as HumanEva II data set sequences (S2 and S4) are concerned, it takes approx-
imately 83 seconds per frame. This increase in time is due to the projection of additional
cylinders to represent hands, feet and another cylinder to represent an additional degree
of motion for the torso. In general, time taken by the optimization algorithms is almost
insignificant as compared to the total time taken by the tracker to process one video frame.
Time taken by PF and APF algorithms is 204 seconds per frame when 7200 function
evaluations are used [61]. Similarly, time taken by PSAPF is 120 seconds and time taken
by HPSO to process one frame of Lee Walk sequence is 76.8 seconds where both algorithms
use 7200 function evaluations [61]. Both PSAPF and HPSO algorithms execute faster per
function evaluation but more function evaluations are required to achieve the same level
of accuracy as the proposed algorithms. A summary of execution times for the Lee Walk
sequence S5 is given in Table 8.13.
8.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, performance analysis of the proposed algorithm with PF, APF, PSAPF
and HPSO is performed. It is demonstrated that the proposed algorithms are scalable and
can recover from catastrophic failures. Whole body human tracking results have suggested
that the mean error performance of the proposed algorithms is significantly better than PF,
PSAPF and HPSO with different level of significance. Further, time complexity analysis
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Table 8.13: Execution time of different algorithm for Lee Walk sequence S5
Algorithm Function Eval. Time/Frame Time/Frame/Function Eval.
PF 7200 204 s 28.33 ms
APF 7200 204 s 28.33 ms
PSAPF [61] 7200 120 s 16.67 ms
HPSO [61] 7200 76.8 s 10.67 ms
AP-PSO 2500 64.1 s 25.64 ms
MAB 2500 64.9 s 25.96 ms
DM-AIS 2500 66.4 s 26.56 ms
PSO-AIS 2500 65.6 s 26.24 ms
study has suggested the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms, as they use less function
evaluations to achieve same or better tracking performance.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Research
Directions
This dissertation proposes four metaheuristic optimization algorithms to address the chal-
lenging AHT problem. Section 9.1 summarizes the characteristics of the proposed algo-
rithms. In particular, their exploration and exploitation characteristics are compared to
highlight the reasons for their success and their limitations. Conclusions about the ac-
curacy, precision, recovery and time-complexity of the proposed algorithms is also given
in this section. Section 9.2 describes the research contributions of this dissertation. Sec-
tion 9.3 unfolds a number of future research venues that can be explored to enhance the
accuracy, precision, robustness and real time viability of the proposed algorithms for high-
dimensional video tracking applications.
9.1 Conclusions
The demand for robust, fast and accurate optimization algorithms to solve complex real
world problems is growing among researchers. Many were inspired by nature to look for
solutions of such complex problems. A keen observation of nature leads to the development
of many important paradigms of computational intelligence in the form of swarm intelli-
gence and evolutionary computational algorithms. These optimization algorithms operate
iteratively. The individuals are driven towards the optimization goal in a guided random
search using distributed structure and sharing information.
The milieu of this research is swarm intelligence and evolutionary computation. Four
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algorithms were proposed, each has its unique characteristics with respect to global and
local solution search. These characteristics are summarized in Table 9.1.
Table 9.1: Local and global search mechanisms of the proposed algorithms
Algorithm Local search Global search
AP-PSO Fitness value based adaptive parameter velocity and position up-
date procedures
MAB Limited local search Velocity and position update pro-
cedures
DM-AIS Fitness value based cloning and
secondary mutation operations
Fitness value based primary mu-
tation operation
PSO-AIS Fitness value based cloning and
secondary mutation operations of
DM-AIS
Fitness value based adaptive pa-
rameter velocity and position up-
date procedures of AP-PSO and
fitness value based primary mu-
tation operation of DM-AIS
The first proposed algorithm, AP-PSO, is based on the social interaction of a swarm.
The original PSO algorithm uses fixed inertia weight as well as social and cognitive learning
factors. PSO has shown good initial convergence but struggles to converge to a local/global
solution due to random velocity update mechanism. A fitness value based scheme to up-
date the social and cognitive learning factors is proposed. This fitness adaptive parameter
update mechanism has imparted exploitation characteristics to good individuals and explo-
ration characteristics to poor ones. Inertia weight is also gradually reduced with iterations.
The second proposed algorithm, MAB algorithm, uses only social interaction for veloc-
ity update and is augmented by a local search for selected individuals. The loudness of
the bat, Ai, is varied according to the fitness of the bat in the proposed algorithm con-
trary to linearly decreasing it in the original Bat algorithm, which results in enhancing its
probability for selection for further modifications.
The third proposed algorithm, DM-AIS is based on a two-stage mutation operation.
A primary mutation stage favors exploration, while a secondary mutation stage favors
exploitation. A DE like differential mutation scheme is proposed in this dissertation.
Individuals are selected for mutation in different manner for each of the two mutation
stages. Furthermore, the scalar mutation factor is based on fitness value. A good fitness
value results in a local search while a poor fitness value results in a global search.
The last proposed algorithm, PSO-AIS, is a hybridization of AP-PSO and DM-AIS
algorithms that exploits the advantages of both algorithms. AP-PSO is utilized for fast
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initial convergence and DM-AIS is subsequently used for thorough local search in this
hybridized scheme.
All the proposed algorithms adapt their solution search capability on the basis of the
quality of obtained results. As a consequence, the proposed algorithms do not ‘blindly’
explore the entire solution space rather they utilize the individuals’ ‘fitness values’ to locate
the optimal solution. This reduces the demand for particles which grows exponentially with
dimensionality for PF [87]. Hence, the ‘curse of dimensionality’ that plague generic PF
is tackled. Moreover, since the whole swarm moves towards the optimal solution, the
proposed algorithms also tackle the problem of ‘degeneracy’ encountered in generic PF.
Experiments on a variety of problems including parameter identification, low-dimensional
state estimation, low-dimensional video tracking and high-dimensional human tracking
demonstrate significant performance improvements realized by the proposed algorithms
over the generic PF, PSAPF and HPSO. Further, all four proposed algorithms have shown
stable performance during the course of experiments. DM-AIS has performed the best
followed by PSO-AIS algorithm. AP-PSO is third in terms of performance while MAB
algorithm is the last in this performance queue. A comparison of the frame-to-frame MAP
tracking error of the four algorithms for Lee Walk sequence S5 is illustrated in Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: Comparison of MAP error of the proposed algorithms for Lee Walk Sequence
The success of DM-AIS algorithm in terms of least mean MAP error and standard
deviations is due to the fact that the parent vector is mutated with scaled population-
derived difference vector, where the computation of difference vector depends upon the
mutation stage. The difference tends to adapt to the natural scaling of the problem as
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the generation number grows. For example, if the population converge for one of the
problem variables and remain widely diverged for another variable then the difference
vector sampled from this population will be small for the former variable, while it will be
large for latter variable. The convergence of the algorithm is greatly enhanced due to this
automatic adaptation.
A similar scale difference vector stochastic attraction is shown by AP-PSO algorithm
towards global and individual’s best solution and MAB algorithm towards global best
solution. But both these algorithms also include a random multiplicative parameter which
is not the part of DM-AIS mutation process. As a result, the proposed AP-PSO and MAB
algorithms induce a random velocity effect which is good for exploration but degrades the
convergence behavior in later stages. Furthermore, the absence of a strong local search
capability contributes to lower performance scores.
The performance of DM-AIS and PSO-AIS algorithms are almost identical although
the latter was expected to perform better due to the combined fast initial convergence
of AP-PSO and the strong local search of DM-AIS. This could be a result of the use of
fewer DM-AIS iterations in this hybrid scheme compared to the DM-AIS algorithm to
maintain constant function evaluations for comparison. Further exploration to get insight
of this behavior can also be an interesting research direction and may help understand the
algorithm dynamics in a better fashion.
The scalability analysis studies, using a benchmark test function, indicated that with
the increase in problem dimension, the optimization performance deteriorates. It is fur-
ther noted that with the increase in function evaluation, the optimization performance
improves. This improvement follows an exponential trend and is much faster than PF.
The proposed algorithms also demonstrated excellent recovery characteristics in the wake
of error accumulation and sudden change in motion pattern, which leads to believe that
the proposed algorithms are immune to catastrophic or algorithmic failures.
Further, statistical performance analysis exhibited improved performance of the pro-
posed algorithms over the other considered algorithms in this dissertation. Run-time com-
putational results on whole body human tracking illustrated that although PSAPF and
HPSO execute faster per function evaluation, 16.67 ms and 10.67 ms respectively com-
pared to 26 ms for the proposed algorithms, but significantly more function evaluations
per frame are required to achieve same level of accuracy as that of the proposed algorithms.
As far as selecting a particular algorithm for a certain application is concerned, it
depends upon the type of application and desired level of accuracy. Applications where
speed is the major concern, such as video gaming or online activity recognition, AP-PSO
could be a better choice as it is easy to code and provide accurate results quickly. On the
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other hand, if the application requires more precise results, such as patient rehabilitation
or off-line sport activity analysis, DM-AIS should be considered due to its better mean
MAP tracking error and standard deviation performance among the proposed algorithms.
The presented results in various chapters of this dissertation suggest that the proposed
algorithms can be applied to a wide variety of low-dimensional and high-dimensional opti-
mization problems such as system identification, filtering, video tracking etc. The proposed
algorithms can easily be scaled to any problem dimension due to their adaptive nature of
parameter update procedure. Therefore, these algorithms can be applied to other engi-
neering, science, business and economic fields.
9.2 Research Contributions
The following is a list of contributions resulting from this work:
• Proposed four optimization algorithms:
– Swarm intelligence based AP-PSO algorithm.
– Bat echolocation characteristic base MAB algorithm.
– Clonal selection based DM-AIS algorithm.
– AP-PSO and DM-AIS based hybrid PSO-AIS algorithm.
• Suggested a fitness value based update of:
– Social and cognitive learning parameters in AP-PSO.
– Loudness in proposed MAB algorithm.
– Multiplicative parameter for the mutant vector in DM-AIS algorithm.
• Proposed optimization algorithms that have an inherent automatic ability to switch
between exploitation and exploration.
• Reduced particle requirement for tracking/optimization from that required by PF.
• Improved computational efficiency due to reduced particle requirements.
• Alleviated ‘degeneracy’ due to the swarm behavior of the proposed algorithms.
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• Imparted the ability to recover from catastrophic failures due to the decentralized
search structure of the proposed algorithms.
• Relaxed the requirement for accurate dynamical/temporal model by embedding di-
versified search ability in the proposed algorithms.
• Proposed algorithms with improved performance in identification, low-dimensional
tracking and high-dimensional AHT problems.
• Suggested an intuitive easy to render schematic for the probabilistic generative whole
body tracking framework.
9.3 Future Research Directions
On the basis of this work, we have identified the following aspects that represent a good
venue for future investigation for researchers exploring AHT and complex optimization
domains.
• Visual tracking systems require an explicit or implicit model for shape and appear-
ance of the object of interest. Absence of a suitable model limits the performance of
the tracking system. Edges and silhouettes are used in this study. Use of other ap-
pearance models such as color histograms, texture and shape models such as contours
or the orientation of contour edges may be explored to improve the discriminative
ability of the tracking system.
• Dimension reduction techniques can discover the intrinsic structure of high-dimensional
data. They are used as a pre-processing step prior to the application of complex
modeling techniques. PCA and probabilistic PCA are used for human tracking [129],
[130], [155]. PCA is unsuitable for non-Gaussian distributions which is normally
the case in image based video tracking. The use of some dimension reduction tech-
niques such as projection pursuit, random projections, density networks, to reduce
the dimensionality of the articulated model before the application of metaheuristic
optimization techniques will be an interesting venue for research to further reduce
particle requirements and improve its real time applicability. However, reduction in
dimensionality may effect the accuracy of tracking results which is more important
in certain applications such as patient rehabilitation, sport activity analysis etc. A
through analysis will be required to comprehend the effect of dimensionality reduction
on tracking performance.
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• The construction of a joint latent space for shape, appearance and dynamics will also
be an interesting area to explore. This will simplify the mapping procedure from
input to the latent space and vice versa.
• The number of particles required for tracking in a PF framework grows exponen-
tially with dimension [87]. All PF algorithms developed to address the ‘curse of
dimensionality’ use a fixed number of particles for likelihood approximation. When
applied to the high-dimensional AHT problem, the computational cost remains very
high throughout the course of tracking. The use of the probability density measure
methods, such as Kullback-Leibler Distance (KLD) or Earth mover’s distance, can be
explored to adaptively improve the sample size which will alleviate the computational
requirement as the search is approaching the optimal solution.
• A good prior dynamical motion model will provide a powerful cue in the presence
of occlusion and measurement noise and can improve the convergence of the opti-
mization method. The use of this motion model will constraint the propagation of
samples to those portions of the solution space which are more likely to conform to
the motion. It will reduce the number of samples needed to reach the peak of the
posterior distributions. In this research work a zero velocity motion model is used
for prior dynamics. The use of a more sophisticated dynamical model is expected to
improve the performance of the tracking system.
• Human activity recognition is an important area of computer vision research [89, 126].
The goal of activity recognition is an automated analysis of an event from video data.
Its applications include surveillance systems, patient monitoring systems, security
systems etc. Recognition of most of these high-level activities consists of recognition
of a series of simple actions. The predicted states obtained as the output of the
metaheuristic optimization based tracking systems, developed in this research, can
later be used as an input for such an activity recognition system.
• Euclidean distance is used in this research for likelihood computations. In case of
decision variables with different search ranges, scale invariant Mahalanobis distance
measure, which takes into account the correlations of the data set, should be used
to avoid any dependence of likelihood function on the scale of variables. In case of
diagonal covariance matrix a normalized Euclidean distance can be used as:
d(~x, ~y) =
√√√√ N∑
i=1
(xi − yi)2
s2i
(9.1)
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where si is the standard deviation.
• In this research simplified metaheuristics are applied to deal with a complex AHT
problem. On a pure algorithmic note, it will be interesting to develop more complex
metaheuristic algorithms that can mimic the working of a complex natural system,
leading to a self-regulating, self evolving, more intelligent metaheuristic that can
evolve into a powerful next generation to solve complex optimization problems.
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Appendix A
Edge Gradient Computation
A number of points (xi, yi) are selected on the predicted object. The gradient at pixel
(xi, yi) is obtained as a maximum gradient by a local search along the normal direction as
[15]:
g(xi, yi) = max
(xn,yn)∈ ln
{g(xn, yn)} (A.1)
The gradient in x and y direction for pixel (xn, yn) is computed as:
gx(xn, yn) = I(xn−2, yn) + 2I(xn−1, yn)− 2I(xn+1, yn)− I(xn+2, yn)
gy(xn, yn) = I(xn, yn−2) + 2I(xn, yn−1)− 2I(xn, yn+1)− I(xn, yn+2) (A.2)
and the final gradient at point (xn, yn) is computed as:
g(xn, yn) =
√
g2x(xn, yn) + g
2
y(xn, yn) (A.3)
The normalized sum of the gradient magnitude for all the selected points is computed to
get the normalized gradient as:
g(Γ) =
1
NΓ
NΓ∑
i=1
g(xi, yi) (A.4)
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Appendix B
Non-linear Bayesian Tracking
The Bayesian approach for state estimation provides the foundation for the derivation
of PF. The probabilistic Bayesian approach calculates the posterior distribution of states
conditioned on all the measurements p(xt|z1:t). The approach is based on Bayes’ rule which
is a powerful tool for inference under uncertain conditions [135].
Consider the following non-linear dynamical system equation and measurement equa-
tion:
xt = ft(xt−1,µt) (B.1)
zt = ht(xt,νt) (B.2)
where xt and zt are the system states and measurements respectively and t and t−1 are the
current and previous time steps, ft and ht are possible non-linear functions of the states,
µt and νt are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) processes and measurement
noises respectively.
A Bayesian tracking framework recursively calculates some degree of belief in the state
xt based on the given data z1:t; all the observations up to the current time step t [86].
In other words, it constructs the probability density function (pdf) p(xt|z1:t); conditional
probability density of states xt given all the observations up to the current time step t. If
the posterior pdf p(xt−1|z1:t−1) at time t − 1 is available, then the prior pdf of the states
at time t can be predicted using the system model via the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation
as:
p(xt|z1:t−1) =
∫
p(xt|xt−1, z1:t−1)× p(xt−1|z1:t−1)dxt−1 (B.3)
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Considering system model to be a first order Markov process, above equation reduces as:
p(xt|z1:t−1) =
∫
p(xt|xt−1)× p(xt−1|z1:t−1)dxt−1 (B.4)
First density inside the integral is defined by dynamical system equation (Equation B.1)
and the second term inside the integral is the posterior density at time step t− 1.
Bayes’ rule can be used to find the conditional probabilities. According to it the con-
ditional probability is given as:
p(A|B) = p(B|A)× p(A)
p(B)
where p(A) is the marginal probability of A and as it does not take any information about
B, it is called prior and p(A|B) is the conditional probability of A given B and as it
depends/derives from the specific value of B, hence it is called posterior.
After obtaining the measurements zt at time step t, the posterior density (pdf) of the
state xt is calculated by Bayes’ rule as:
p(xt|z1:t) = p(z1:t|xt)× p(xt)
p(z1:t)
(B.5)
p(xt|z1:t) = p(zt, z1:t−1|xt)× p(xt)
p(zt, z1:t−1)
(B.6)
Using p(A,B|C) = p(A|B,C)× p(B|C) [102], to first term in the numerator:
p(xt|z1:t) = p(zt|z1:t−1,xt)× p(z1:t−1|xt)× p(xt)
p(zt|z1:t−1)× p(z1:t−1) (B.7)
Applying Bayes’ rule to the second term in the numerator:
p(xt|z1:t) = p(zt|z1:t−1,xt)× p(xt|z1:t−1)× p(z1:t−1)× p(xt)
p(zt|z1:t−1)× p(z1:t−1)× p(xt) (B.8)
Utilizing the fact that observations are independent of each other and only depend on
current states, the first term in the numerator simplifies. Furthermore, canceling identical
terms in the numerator and denominator results in the following expression:
p(xt|z1:t) = p(zt|xt)× p(xt|z1:t−1)
p(zt|z1:t−1) (B.9)
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In the above expression, the term on the left hand side of the equation is posterior density
at time t, on the right hand side; the first term in the numerator is observation density,
second term is the prior density at time t and the term in the denominator is the ev-
idence/observation. The normalizing constant, denominator in the above expression, is
obtained by Chapman-Kolmogorov equation as:
p(zt|z1:t−1) =
∫
p(zt|xt)× p(xt|z1:t−1)dxt (B.10)
Using Equation B.4 in Equation B.9 results in:
p(xt|z1:t) = p(zt|xt)
p(zt|z1:t−1)
∫
p(xt|xt−1)× p(xt−1|z1:t−1)dxt−1 (B.11)
In the update state, Equation B.9, the measurement zt is used to modify the prior
density to obtain the required posterior density of the current state xt. The recursive
relations Equation B.4 and Equation B.9 form the basis of the optimal Bayesian solution.
B.1 Challenges in Applying Non-linear Bayesian Track-
ing
The Bayesian solution, Equation B.11, recursively calculates the exact posterior density
[86]. This recursive propagation of the posterior density is only a conceptual solution.
It can not be analytically determined for a general case. The solution is available for a
restrictive set of cases, like KF, which assumes that the posterior density at every time
step is Gaussian. If this assumption does not hold, then the analytical computation of the
integral in Equation B.11 may become intractable. Approximate solutions such as PF are
applied in this situation. The PF is a MC based simulation technique for implementing
a recursive Bayesian filter. MC methods are a class of computational algorithms that
rely on random samples to compute the results. The technique provides an approximate
solution of a complex physical or mathematical problem. They are used in mathematics
for the evaluation of complex integrals. The idea is to use random samples with associated
weights to represent the posterior density. MC methods draw samples from a proposal
density called ‘importance density’. The optimal choice of ‘importance density’, which
minimizes the variance of the weights, is not obvious.
The Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) method chooses the prior density as the
‘importance density’ to solve this problem. This choice makes the importance density
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independent of the measurement zt, so state-space is explored without any knowledge
of the observations. As a result, the filter is inefficient and sensitive to outliers. These
Bayesian filter issues and their solutions are given in the block diagram in Figure B.1. The
PF, Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) algorithm, and the SIR method are described
in details in the following sections.
State Space 
Model
Difficult to 
Draw Samples
Integrals are 
not Tractable
Importance 
Sampling
Monte Carlo 
Sampling
Estimate 
Posterior
Solution Problems
Figure B.1: Problems and solutions of Bayesian formulation
B.2 Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) Algorithm
The SIS is a technique for implementing a recursive Bayesian filter by MC simulations [38].
The basic idea is to represent the posterior density function by a set of random samples
with associated weights. The estimates are computed based on these samples and weights.
Let St = {xi0:t, piit} be a set of particles where xit is the state and piit is the weight
associated to the i -th particle at time instant t, and x0:t is the set of all states up to time
t. The posterior density at time t is approximated by:
p(x0:t|z1:t) ≈
N∑
i=1
piit × δ(x0:t − xi0:t) (B.12)
where δ(·) is the Dirac delta measure.
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The expression B.12 is a discrete weighted approximation of the true posterior, p(x0:t|z1:t).
The weights are chosen on the principle of importance sampling [37]. It supposes that p(x),
which is proportional to τ(x), p(x) ∝ τ(x), is a probability density from which it is difficult
to draw samples but τ(x) can be evaluated. As a result p(x) can also be evaluated up to
proportionality. It also assumes that the samples xi can be generated from a proposal
density q(·) called importance density . Then the weighted approximation of p(·) is:
p(x) ≈
N∑
i=1
pii × δ(x− xi) (B.13)
where pii, which is proportional to the ratio of τ(x
i)
q(xi)
, is the normalized weight of the i -th
particle.
Therefore, if the samples xi0:t are drawn from importance density q(x0:t|z1:t) then the
weights in Equation B.12 are defined as:
piit ∝
p(xi0:t|z1:t)
q(xi0:t|z1:t)
(B.14)
In sequential case, samples are available to approximate p(x0:t−1|z1:t−1) and from there
we want to approximate p(x0:t|z1:t) with a new set of samples. If we factorize importance
density as:
q(x0:t|z1:t) = q(xt|x0:t−1, z1:t) q(x0:t−1|z1:t−1) (B.15)
then the samples xit ∼ q(x0:t|z1:t) can be obtained by augmenting existing samples xi0:t−1 ∼
q(x0:t−1|z1:t−1) with a new state xit ∼ q(xt|x0:t−1, z1:t). To derive the weight update equa-
tion, it is required to express p(x0:t|z1:t) in terms of p(x0:t−1|z1:t−1), p(zt|xt) and p(xt|xt−1).
p(x0:t|z1:t) = p(zt|x0:t|z1:t−1)p(x0:t|z1:t−1)
p(zt|z1:t−1)
=
p(zt|x0:t|z1:t−1)p(xt|x0:t−1|z1:t−1)
p(zt|z1:t−1) × p(x0:t−1|z1:t−1) (B.16)
=
p(zt|xt)p(xt|xt−1)
p(zt|z1:t−1) × p(x0:t−1|z1:t−1)
∝ p(zt|xt)p(xt|xt−1)× p(x0:t−1|z1:t−1) (B.17)
By substituting Equation B.15 and Equation 3.17 into Equation B.14, the weight update
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equation can be shown to be:
piit ∝
p(zt|xit)p(xit|xit−1)p(xi0:t−1|z1:t−1)
q(xit|xi0:t−1, z1:t)q(xi0:t−1|z1:t−1)
= piit−1
p(zt|xit)p(xit|xit−1)
q(xit|xi0:t−1, z1:t)
(B.18)
Furthermore, if q(xit|xi0:t−1, z1:t) = q(xt|xt−1, zt), then the importance density becomes
only dependent on xt−1 and zt. This is useful when only a filtered estimate of p(xt|z1:t) is
required. The modified weights are given as [86]:
piit ∝ piit−1 ×
p(zt|xit)p(xit|xit−1)
q(xit|xit−1, zt)
(B.19)
and the posterior filter density p(xt|z1:t) is approximated as:
p(xt|z1:t) ≈
N∑
i=1
piit × δ(xt − xit) (B.20)
It can be shown that as N →∞, the approximation in Equation B.20 approaches the true
posterior density p(xt|z1:t).
B.3 Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) Filter
The SIR algorithm [49] can be derived from SIS algorithm by an appropriate choice of
importance density and resampling step. The importance density, q(xit|xit−1, zt), is chosen
to be the prior density p(xt|xit−1). By choosing the prior density as the importance density,
samples xit ∼ p(xt|xit−1) can be generated from the system equation, Equation B.1, and
the weights are given by:
piit ∝ piit−1 × p(zt|xit) (B.21)
The weights are normalized to ensure that sum of weights is equal to 1 as follows:.
pii =
pii∑N
j=1 pi
j
(B.22)
where i = 1...N , and N is the number of particles.
In the resampling stage, particles are selected on the basis of likelihoods, normalized
weights, and new particles are generated to replace the particles with negligible weights.
The systematic resampling [68] technique is used as a resampling method as:
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1. Generate a random number r that is uniformly distributed on [0-1].
2. Accumulate the likelihoods into a sum, one at a time, until the accumulated sum is
greater than r, i.e.,
j∑
m=1
pim ≥ r (B.23)
The new particle x+t,j is then defined as x
+
t,j = x
−
t,j.
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